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FOREWORD

Whii, most discussions of the city school system, in these days of

severe fiscal constraint, focus on the schools' ability to provide quality

educational services to its more than 900,000 students, often escaping

notice is the ironic cact that l5Z of those students are not present each

day to receive any services at ali.

Budget cuts have had a profound impact on attendance services in New

York City schools. The number of attendance teachers has been reduced by

half. Another effect of the budget cuts, with perhaps more impact on

attendance rates, has been the loss of those special programs, often

involving small groups and high costs, that have provided many youngsters

with the incentive to stay in school.

The fiscal crisis has put tremendous pressure on schools to reduce

costs. The recent emphasis on "clearing the registers" in the high

schools raises serious questions about the extenL to which students are

being "pushed out" of school in order to save money. Even if this is not

the case, certainly diminished resources make it more difficult to provide

the kind of exciting programming that will keep youngsters in school. In

either event, the fact is that the budget is being balanced at the cOst

of these children's futiire.,.

Attendance services are expensive. Yet not providing them leads to

other costs. High absentee rates ic,crease the per pupil costs of educating

those who are in school because the cost of most services dues not

decrease in proportion to the decline in the number of students whe use

the service. Even more important, children who attend sporadically Reed



special attention and remedial services in order to enable them to keep

up with their peers. Furthermore, state aid to education, ignoring these

higher costs related to high absentee rates, is baed on averag_t daily

attendance, not enrcllment. Thus low attendance rates deprive the city's

schools of much-needed revenues.

The costs to the city and to society aie high also, in terms of

increased crime and vandalism and ultimately in terms of a dependent

population ill-propared to lead productive lives.

Attendance must be a school system's first priority. To whit end

should we provide quality services if children are not in school to take

advantage of them? It is the school system's obligation to provide an

education to all children, and to do so it must make every effort to

bring those children to school. On the other hand, attendance improvement

programs cannot ever be successful if the schools do not provide the kind

of services that will keep children in school and convince them that

attending is worthwhile.

If attendance is our first priority, it is not an end in itself.

Providing meaningful quality educationa' services is both the means for

achieving attendance and the goal for which we want children to attend

school- While this report primarily addresses s,rategies for reaching

out-of-school youth, it must be kept in mind that the real need is for

quality educational programs. Admittedly this will require more resources,

\and better management'and coordination of those resources.

is2
The e ommendations of this report serve a two-fold purpose. .The

first i4 to iyrove and increase attendance services. The se. ond recognizes
N...., .

the severe budget reductions already imposed on the school system and the

4
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threat of further reductions in instructional s,2rvic,!, proposed by tIlv

Mayor's 1981 Program to Eliminaee the Gap. On the premise that savings

should be made in non-instructional areas wherever possible in order to

protect and enhance classroom instruction, the recommendations in this

report point the way toward dollar savings in the Board of Education

budget while, at the same time, providing increased attendance services to

children.

If our hard-pressed school system is to survive, it must begin to

aggressiirely seek innovative ways to maximize its resources. It is in

the hopes of inspiring fresh discussion of entrenched methods of operation

that the Educational Priorities Panel has conducted this study.
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SUMMARY

I. Problem

Absenteeism from the city's public schools is a serious problem,

being greater than any other distriet in the State and greater than

the average for the nation's largest cities. Furthermore, these

measurements do not reflect those who have dropped out of school or have

beon removed from the registers -- 45% of ninth grade students do not

finish high school, according to the New York City Board of Education.

Children are truant for a variety of complex reasons usually related

to feelings of not belonging -- home environment, irrelevance of the

educational program, teachers' attitudes, academic and social failure.

Nevertheless, school personnel interviewed for this study most consistently

offered "weather conditions" as the reason at truancy.

Certain fiscal problems have exacerbated absenteeism. Programs to

encourage attendance have been cut. Furthermore, there are several fiscal

disincentives buf.t i.'no the formulas that govern the distribution of

funds to the high schools and the districts that make it more advantageous

for the superintendent or principal not to pursue long term absentees.

High absentee rates also make it easier for a principal tt plan for large

classes and meet a limited budget.

II. The Chancellor's Attendance Plan

In September, 1978 the Chancellor of Schools issued a program to

improvi. attendance by:

1 - standardizing and simplifying recording procedn-es

2 - requiring attendance plans from every school and dis ict that
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would outline attendance programs and meet certain requirements

3 - offering resources for the development and implementation of

these programs

Researchers for the current study surveyed 10;: of the middle, junior

high and high schools in the city to determine the extent of their compli-

ance with the plan and the nature of the programs they had established.

This study made no attempt ' evaluate existing attendance programs,

nor have any formal evaluations been made by the Board of Education.

Finding

1 - The.re was a very low level of compliance with the requirement

for schoo11.; and districts to submit an attendance plan.

2 - Of those plans that were submitted, few met the requirements for

such a plan as outlined in the Chancellor's manual, such as needs

assessmt ,, goals, specific programming, staffing and evaluation.

3 - Most of the schools had committees on attendance, but few met

regularly or included parent or student representation.

4 - Staff training on attendance, where it is provided, has been

devoted to clerical duties.

5 - The number of attendance teachers varied from one to five

per district.

6 - A Chancellor's memo requiring the clearance id' the registers of

any students who did not attend school as of October 30, 1979 after

substantial efforts to find the student hAd been made resulted in the

premature and illegal discharge of an estimated 1500 ,tudeuts in the sample

schools alone.



Recommendations

1 - The goard of Eevcation st.ould conduct a sophisticated analysis

and evaluation of the succe-s of tchool-based attendance programa.

2 Compliance with C-e lhanc:qlor's Attendance Program must be

improved. The borough srivteodents should ,Ionitor the design and

implementation of an effectiwe attdndance plan for each high school. In

the districts, the distri'ct attendance ccurdinator supplemented by the

Chancellor's Task Force should have monitoring responsibility. A ,ystems-

wide conference on ac_endance could increase commitment to the program

and provide an opportunity to share Successful strtegies and possibly to

,revise the Chaneellor's program in light of experiences to date.

3 - No studens... ould be discharged until all efforts to locate the

student have been made and documented. All cases of illegal discharge

should be re-opened and re-evaluate4.

- Each school must provide programs which will attract students to

school. Attendance and school programs cannot be separated. The

principal should cuttivate this attitude, and teacher training must be

conducted to emphasize the teacher's pivotal role in encourag

attendance.

5 - Attendance services to out-of-school youth thould be provided

through purchase of service agreements with community-based organizations

throughout the city.

The Charcellor's Program does not address the problem of reaching

out to children not in.school. The Division of High School's Retrieval

Centers begin to address the needs of zhese youngsters, hut using the

exiscing netwo/ of community-based organizations (CBO's) has many advnntaes.

Services to out-of-school youth should be provided th the communiti,.s in

which they live, not in the schools they are nut at:endin3.

12
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a) Services for out-ot-school youth are not generally available

in the schoo/ system, especiAllly in the distri cs.

b) The aoard of Education may lot be the most appropriate de-

liverer of'outreach attendancc services. Its methods and staffing are

not flexible enough to meet the multi-faceted needs of out-of-school

youth.

c) Many CBO's have the ex?erience, the coamunity acceptance and the

flexibility of programs E.nd staffing to prov-ue effective outreach services.

Furthermore, improved serv4.ces could be provided at lesser cost to

the city because, if the program is contracted through the Youth Board,

State matching funds could be used.

EPP recommends a heterogenous system in which districts could choose

between school-based or contracted outreach attendance services. The

policy should be phased in gradually with an initial pilot project in only

a few districts.

EPP recommends an initial savings of $.5 million duricg the first

stage reflecting a $1 million reduction in school-system-provided attendance

services, $.5 million of which should be allotted to the Youth Boaru for

letting contracts to CBO's. With State matching tonds, this would 1,rovide

$1 million wurth of service:; while saving $.5 million of city funds.

III. Use of Resources bv the Bureau of Attendanci-

Recommendations

1 There must be cooperation and coordination between the bureau ot

Attendance and the High School Division in policy-making and in the five

high school districts (boroughs).

Decisions should be made Loroether and eacIl must he infored of the

others' actions. The high school district superintendents an( the district

13



attendance supervisors should coordinate activities. The assigl raents and

scheduling-of attendance teachers to high schools must be made by the

Bureau of Attendance with High School Division input.

Where possible, attendance teachers should not be removed from direct

attendance services to assist in high school placements

in the fall. The placement process and articulation be._ween feeder school

and high school should be improved. The new Metrolab pupil accounting

system should relieve attendance teachers of some clerical duties.

2 - The duties performed by the Chancellor's Task Force should be

performed .by school-based personnel or by the district or borough office.

The assistant principals and attendance supervisors presently on the

Task Force are highly paid, only advisory, seen as intrusive by school

personnel, have duplicative functions and have not been particularly

effective, judging by the attendance plans and the number oz illegal

discharges. The Task Force members should be redeployed to provide

services to children. The principal, assistant principal or attendance

coordinator in the school should be trained to monitor clerical duties,

while the monitoring of attendance plans can be performed by the district

or borough office.

3 - The Special Services Unit (SSU) should be run without Bureau of

Attendance personnel. The clerical aspect of the program should be

simplified to avoid duplication.

The SSU runs programs at four city locations in conjuntion with iohn

Jay College and the Transit Police to handle truants found on subways.

The pro.,;rams are overloaded by too nary trthints and a larAe amount of

useless paperwork.



ithout iliggy paid pvufessionai personnel, the program can be

expanded at no increased cost by using more college students from

varied disciplines to provide counselling, referral and placement.

4 - A current and accurate data base should be kept by the Bureau

of Attendance on aggregate figures and by the schools on an individual

student 7. sis so that potential drop-outs and truants can be identified

early.

Such a data base is also important for the design and evaluation of

attendance programs.

5 - Classroom teachers should be required to send notices of student

absence to parents and absentee referrals to attendance teachers. .

Teachers assigned to school-wide attendance-related clerical tasks during

their administrative periods should work with students instead.

This would personalize attendance as well as save an estimated $1.25

million in redUced number of aides.

These recommendations, if implemented, would improve attendance

services at lower cost than is preseqtly expended, an important goal ia

times of fiscal constraint when all educational dollars must be used to

their fullest advantage.

5



INTRODUCTION

While the New York City public school system struggles to provide

educational services to more than 900,000 school children, 163,000 of

,hose children are not present each day to,receive chose services. This

figure does not even include the thousands of yoangsters who have dropped

out of school or in other ways have disappeared frem the roll books.

Chancellor Macchiarola had made attendance a priority for the New

York City Board of Education. In September 1978, he announced a new

system-wide attendance program, inauguratid with the first revision of

the School Attendance Manual since 1958. The Educational Priorities

Panel (EPP), having identified attgmdance issues as a primary area of

concern on their overall agenda to improve educational services to New

York City's public school children, applauded the Chancellor's initiative

am& supported these essential first steps to establish minimum requirements

for administration and to define the aiipropriate roles of the members of

the scho91 community -- teachers, supervisors, support staff, parents and

district and central personnel. Much 'erre, however, remains to be done

if the school system is to meet its obligation to educate all our children.'

Further attention.has been directed-to the problems of attendance

through the report and hearings of the New York State Senate Minority

Task Force on Truancy in the Public Schools of New York City hecided by

Senators Carl McCall and Albert Lewis. (Bibliography # 31)

The EPP initiated the present study with three major goals: 1) to

\f
ascertain the degree.to which the Chancellor's Attendande Program had

1

hien impamented at the school level; 2) to explore some attendance-related

18



issues which still need to be addressed; and ;) to develop recommendations

for further actions at the Board of Education.

This report is divided intc three major sections:

1) Attendance in New York City Public Schools -- the problem

2) Implementation of the Chancellor's Attendance Program -- findings

and recommendations;

3) The Use of Resources by the Bureau of Attendnace -- findings and

recommendations.

An explanation of the study'simethodolog) is included as Appendix A.

I



CHAPTER I

ATTENDANCE IN NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS -- THE PROBLEM

ATTENDANCE RATES

The average daily attendance rate, like all "objective" statistits,

is a figure that can be calculated in a variety of ways to reveal or

obscure different factors. According to the Bureau of Attendance,

the citywile average attendance rate for the 1978-79 school year 4as

84.21%. This figure breaks down by school level as follows:

Level Percentage, Of AAtendance

Elementary Schools 83.21%

Intermediate/Junior
High Schools 84.94%

Academic High Schools 77.59%

Vocational High Schools 824,33%

Alternative High Schools 68.90%

Auxiliary Services for High -Schools 61.32%

Special Schools 66.72%

S ecial Education 68.18%

CityWide 84.212

-Source: New York City Board of.Education,

Table I (pa. 6) details the percentage of attendance for the districts

and Table II presents the data for the high schools.

In order to appreciate the magnitude of the attendance jb1em in

New York City schools, it is important to exanine attendance in other

school districts. According to the most recent information available

.04$tw
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from the New York State Education Department, in 1977-78,\New York City

had a lower attendance rate, 83.56%, than any county in th\State.

The State average for that year was 89.96% znit the average fpr cities was

83.83%. National data from the U.S. Department of Health, Edpcation

and Welfare, National Centeraor Education Statistics for fall 1978

paints a similarly grim picture. While the national average daily attendance

was 93.54% and -the average for 20 large cities was 91.13%, the average.

daily attendance in*New York City, according to HEW's method of calculation,

.was 82.82% of the estimated average daily membership. pf the 12 large

cities providing full information, only Boston had a lower attendance

rate (see Table III, pg. 10) 4

It is interesting to note that the statistics for New York City did

improve from 1977-78 to 1978-79. (See, for example, the high school data in

Table IV, pg. 11). However, because the attendance rates have been calcu

lated in a different manner from year to year, it is diffieglt to deter-

mine exactly how much actualyheol attendance has increased. For example,

there is an annual shift in the treatment of religious holiday. Average

daily attendance figures also mask other serious problems.

-- Those students who have dropped out are not r.flected in these

Lkaures. The Board of Education released a rePort last fall that cited

a 45Z drop-out rate in New York City high schools.

-- This year, the Chancellor placed a priority on "clearing the

registers" of long-term absentees (see pp.23-24). This will artiffciaiiy

increase the daily attendance rate.

-- The average daily attendance is based on official class, or

homeroom attendance. It does not reflect attendance of subject classes

1 9

sq



in junior high and high schools. In some Instances, these figures may

be overestimated, counting sLudents who attend homeroom and skip aca-

demic classes. However, they may just as easily be underestimated, since

we cannot accurately establish the degree of "class-cutting" in most

schools.
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'TABLE I

Average Daily Attendance Rate by District, Elementary and

Intermediate/Juniot High Schools,'1978-1979

Community
School

Intermediate/

District District-Wide Elementary 'junior H.S.

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

a
9

IC
11

12

13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

32
24
25

2(

27
28

29
30
3

.

84.70
90.07
85.25
86.24
86.05
88.21
86.05
85.07
83.64
84.80

85.73
90.60
85.87
87.33
87.54
88.95
86.67
85.91
84.04
85.84

82.41
88.83
83.65
83.98
83.16
85.79
84.86
83.82
82.66
82.04

88.85 -89.71 87.36

85.57 86.70 82.08

86.94 87.92 83.96

1 86.15 87.24 83.74

86.93 87.83 84.35

85.66 86.85 81.96

85.69 86.99 82.72

89.51 90.52 87.57

86.50 87.37 84.12

86.93 88.91 82.79

86.15 87.58 82.96

88.16 89.u5 85..83

84.05 86.06 79.59

85.70 86.88 82.82

89.22 90.24 87.22

90.62 91.62 88.54

90.95 91.38 90.06

87.12 90.64 83.51

88.15 89.14 85.77

90.19 91.03 88.30

89.09 90.11 86.35

89.75 90.'43 88.13

Source: New York City apard of Education, Bureau of Attendance



TABLE Il

Average Daily Attendance Rate in the High Schools

by Percentage and Rank, 1978-1979

Manhattan Percentjaa Rank

Benjamin Franklin 55.91 113
Charles Evans Hughes 67.57 91
S9ward Park 73.05 80
Washington Irving 73.52 77

George Washington 74.83 74

Louis Brandeis 78.77 57
Stuyvesant 91.11 3

Julia Richman 71.27 84
Music and Art 85.72 19

Martin Luther King 75.08 70
Murry Bergtraum 88.21 9

Parkwest 63.48 101
Fashion industries 86.20 18

Chelaea 80.17 50
No.man. Thomas 86.61 17

N.Y. School of Printing 74.97 72
Art and Design 88.06 11

Manhattan 60.93 107
Mabel Dean Bacon 89.61 6

Park East 63.87 99

West Side 71.35 83

Lower East Side 70.58 86
Satellite 79.74 51

Harlem Prep 60.73 108
Auxiliary 60.35 110

Staten Island Percentage Rank

New Dorp 83.21 33
Port Richmond 83.12 34
Curtis 77.56 65
Tottenville 85.23 23
Wagner 83.36 31

R. McKee 81.77 40
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TABLE II continued

Queens Percentage Rank

August Martin 88.61 7

Beach Channel 84.40 26

B. Cardozo 82.38 37

Springfield Gardens 84.63 25

John Bowne 84.29 27

Francis Lewis 85.57 21

M. Van Buren .
88.55 8

Forest-Hills 86.65 16

C. Bryant 80.26 48

Long Island City 85.17 24

Newtown 86.90 14

Flushing 80.46 45

Far ROckaway 78.61 58

Jamaica 88.12 10

Richmond Hill 80.35 47

w John Adams 77.94 61

G. Cleveland 82.83 35

A. Jackson 78.02 60

Bayside 82.14 38

Hillcrest 83.47 30

Queens 81.37 43

Aviation 91.43 2

Thomas Edison 87:95 13

Auxiliary 65.04 97

'Middle College 84.10 29

Bronx Percentage Rank

Morris ( 66.42 95

Herbert LehMan 73.29 79

W.H. Taft 62.98 104

C. Columb us 80.58 44

'Monroe 70.98 85

Evander Childs 71.90 82

Walton 66.99 94

Roosevelt 69.65 87

Clinton 66.03 96

Bronx Science 92.14 1

A. Stevenson 74.88 73

H.S. Truman 81.58 41

South Bronx 74.03 76

J. Kennedy 76.01 67

A.E. Smith 76.37 66

Jane Addams 77.65 63

S. Gompers 72.02 81

C. Dodge 88.04 12

Auxiliary 60.96 106

23



TABLE II continued

lirooklyn Percentage Rank

Lafayette 73.33 78
Midwood 84.11 28
A. Lincoln 78.49 59
S. Tilden 81.90 39
F.X. Lane 68.73 89
J. Madison 83.28 32
Brooklyn Tech. 90.44 5
T. Jefferson 62.55 105
Prospect Heights 67.52 92
New Utrecht 74.54 75
Boys and Girls 64.18 98
John Jay 63.67 100
Erasmus Hall 80.21 49
G. Wingate 75.75 69
Eastern District 59.24 111
Bushwick 67.03 93
Ray Ridge 68.30 90
Ft. Hamilton 78.86 56
Sheepshead Ray 77.80 62
Canarsie 75.01 71
F. Roosevelt 77.57 64
J. Dewey 85.72 20
South Shore 79.29 55
E.R. Murrow 86.75 15
Barton 90.72 4
Sarah J. Hale 69.04 88
G. Westinghouse 85.36 22
Automotive 81.41 42
East New York 80.35 46
W. Grady 79.37

WIO 53
A. Hamilton 82.62 36
E. Whitney 79.61 52
W. Maxwell 79.32 54
Auxiliary 63.42 102
Pacific 63.01 103
City-as-School 75.98 68
High School Redirection 56.04 112
P.M. High School 60.72 109

Source: New York City Board of Education, Bureau of Attendance
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TABLE III

Average Dyily Membership, Average Daily Attendance,

Percentage of Attendance: Selected Cities, 1978--1979

Large Ci

1978-79
School year

Estimated
ADM

Estimated
ADA

Percentage of
Attendance

Total 50 States and D.C.

Total 20 cities

Percent of U.S. total

41,945,000

4,034,000

9.6

39,'34,000

3,676,000

9.4

93.50

91.13

Baltimore, MD 144,173 124,307 86.22

Boston, MA 68,088 55,941 82.16

Chicago, IL N 0 REPORT
Cleveland, OH 97,802 87,043 89.00

Dallas, TX 134 021 119,681 89.30

Detroit, MI NA 211,974

Houston, TX - 200,41,6 180,868 90.24

Indianapolis, IN._ 71,164 64,724 90.95

Los Angeles, CA 'NA 607,928

t,!..uphis, TN 115,535 105,698. 91.49

.ukee, WI N 0 REPORT
New Orleans, LA 87,450 76,300 87.25

New York, NY 949,680 786,525 82.82

Philadelphia, PA 250,000 216,000 86.40

Phoenix, AZ NA NA OIN.01.!

St. Louis, MO NA 66,267 OVAM

San Antonio, TX 63,387 57,161 90.18

San Diego, CA NA 113,860

San Francisco, CA 61,952

Washington, D.C. 112,719 94,502 83.84

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

National Center for Educational Statistics.



',ABLE IV

Coaparison of Attendance Rates for New York

City High Schools; 1977-1974 1978-1979

Borough Averages - Academic High Schools

1977-1978 1978-1979

Manhattan 75.10 75.43

Bronx 70.94 73.27

Brooklyn 73.42 75.57

Queens 81.47 83.45

Staten Island 81.54 83.0L

Borough Averages - Vocational. High Schools.

1977-1978 1978-1979

Manhattan 78.46 81.92

Bronx 77.75 :"...;

Brooklyn 80.12
Queens 86.69
Stat,en Island 79.16 81 77

Source: New York City Board of Education, Bur, .)r Educatirnal Statistics.
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TYPES OF TR1;ANT4

Truants, those who stay away from school without permission, fall

into several tategoriee:

-- The Long-term Absentee (LTA)

The problem of the LTA is a difficult one to define because of conflicting

inft.mation on which groups of students fall into this category. An LTA

at the Division of High Schools becomes a "no show" at the Office of

Educational Statistics. These students are not supposed to be removed

from the register until they have been absent for two consecutive months.

Often, however, they are removed -from subject classes after only one

month: In interviewing Attendance Coordinators in the schools, definitions

of LTA's vary considerably from school to school and even among attendance

personnel within Schools.

-- The Intermittent Absentee

These students comprise the bulk of :he attendance problem in the schools.

These students ge,.erally attend se%eral times per week but not regularly.

In a class of 40 students, 30 students may attend datly, but they are a

differAlt mix of students each day. This pattern presents difficulties

for both students and teachers in progressing steadily through the texia's

curriculum.

-- The Cutters

These are the students who attend :71asses selectively. They can often Le

found in and around Ole school buildings hut may only atted 2 to 5 periods.

27
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WHY STUDENTS ARE TRUANT

One of the basic functions of an education system is to provide

the means for self-improvement and to provide the sure and legitimate

path to the "better life." The critical nature of the role of education

in this culture is widely recognized:

Where a person will live, whom he will marry,
the kind of job he will hold, the well-being
of his children, indeed, where he will be
buried, are closely connected with the kind of
formal education he receives. (Bibliography # 8)

The education laws of the State of New York are based on this concept

of education not only as an asset but as a right.

It shall be the duty of each attendance teacher
and each attendanee supervisor to secure for
every child his right to educational opportu-
nities which will enable him to develop his
fullest potentialities for education, physical,
social and spiritual growth as an individual
(Sec. 3?13).

If education is held in such high regard in our culture, what

accounts for the apparent indifference to education'by a large nupber

of school-aged children? The answer to this question is a complicated

one. It admittedly includes some factors beyond the school's control,

including severe familial and environmental stress, substance abuse,

etc. However, it is clear that the schools must take responsibility for

a significant part of the prOblem.

Problems will arise in any system which becomes so rigid that it

cannot allow for individual. differences. The problem of truancy is one
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manifestation of this phenomenon. Much of the literature of truancy

indicatesthat a significant factor in a child's decision to become truant

is his/her feelings of isolation combined with the coping abilities and

strengths he/she brings to that situation (6, 22, 36). The origins of

this sense of "not belonging" may differ across economic, racial or

geographic boundaries but the response of the system is generally

the same -- exclusion.

First, a child entering the school system brings to it his or

her owd individual strengths and limitations based on support systems

available in the home and community. The student also evaluates educe-

tion.i offerings according to ptevious experiences and those of others

in his or her family and neighborhood. Often students perceive the

education being offered as irrelevant t -heir lives and their future

prospects. This ca7 be the beginning of the feeling of "not belongiag".

Added to this are the attitudes of teachers and other pedagogues

toward vulnerable persons. This vulnerable group includes all persons,

regardless of economic standing, race, or social clan who perceive them-

selves as "not belonging" or isolated from he educational system.

several studies have been conducted on the relationship between teacher

attitudes au !rop-out rates. The overall finding is that teachers play

a critical role in the quality of pupils' school experience and in their

decisions to drop out (3,5,6,29). Specifically, Florence Barton in her

study p_c_Last..._5au..29it9...._As? (2) interviewed an extensive number

of students from varying economic and cultural backgrounds. The findings

of the studyrevealed that the teacher is the most significant influence

in the school that can cause students to drop out. The correlation
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between truancy and dropping out has been documented as well (20,44,45).

Another critical.factor in a youngster's decision not to attend

school is his/her academic and social experiences at school. If a

student is unable to experience success in any area of his schpol experience,

he is unlikely to keep attending. It has been documented that the drop-out

rate is highest in large urban areas such as New York where the number of

students scoring below minimum competency is also greatest (6).

One of the striking findings from the interviews with school person-

nel conducted for this study was their underestimation of the complicated

nature of the reasons that students are truant. The most consistent
^

response, given by 95% of attendance personnel in the school (including

principals and attendance coordinators), to the question of reasons for

truancy was weather conditions for students traveling long distances.

The second most common response was that children came from multi-problem

families. Only 5 of the ninety-three school based attendance personnel

interviewed mentioned inadequacy of school programms or the failure of.

the sytem to provide students with what they needed.

FISCAL PROBLEMS

In addition to these individual factors contributing to the problems

of truancy, there are those.factors that stem from the sehools' fiscal problems.

The fiscal crisis has meant that many special programs that may have

provided students with the incentive to stay in school have been cut,

especially in the high schools which have sustained the greatest budget

re4uctions since 1975. The most recent example of program losses were

30
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the proposed small setting programs designed in response to the Chancellor's

report on drop-outs. These were cut back before they were due to open in

February 1980 because of the mid-year deficit of the 79-80 school year.

Furthermore, built into the formula that governs the allocation of

funds to the district and the high schools are disincentives for improving

attendance.

The student register is a significant determiner of the level of

funding that schools and districts receive from the central Board of

Education. However, for the basic allocation formula, registers are

"adjusted" to remove long term absentees kLTAs), Providing no resources

A for these students if they return . Generally, an LTA returning to

school requires additioital guidance'and instructional service to ease

the re-entry process. The costs of these services., however, are not

reflected in the allocation formula until the following year. Therefore,

.the services provided to the returned students must be provided from the

already limited funds provided for students on the allocation register.

The limited funds for outreach that are now being provided for LTA's are

grossly inadequate.

In addition, because of the practice of removing students from

subject-class registers up to a month beforj they are removed from the

allocation register, funds are allocated for a significant number of

students who do not receive classroom services.

Farther, there is no fiscal incentive to return the LTA to the

school system once he/she has been removed from thc allocation register.

Another aspect of the fiscal disincentive problem is evident in the

treatment of the intermittent absentec population. Because of contract

31
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restrictions and severe budget reitraints, the intermittent absentee

situation.is tolerated by school officials and teachers alike. Class

size grievances brought by teachers are settled on the basis of the number

of attending students, not the number of students on the registers.

Therefore, a register of 40 or 50 is tolerated as long as fewer than 32

students attend daily. A high truancy rate may offer a principal an easy

aMlwer to the combined pressures of a limited budget and a rigorous

teacher contract. There is also no fiscal incentive to increase class

attendance to the point at which more classes would be required because

there would be no increase to fund additional classes. The intermittent

absentees are often the students enrolled in grossly oversized classes,

with the assumption that they will not attend -- an assumption that can

be self-fulfilling.
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CHAPTER II

THE CHANCELLOR'S ATTENDANCE PROGRAM -- FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

)

THeCHANCELLOR'S ATTENDANCE PROGRAM

./n a memorandum to the Board of Education dated September 29, 1978,

the 'Chancellor summarized the growing problem of absenteeism in the New

York City public schools and.his response to it:

The rate of attendance at our schools-is ancimportant

indItcator of-their effectiveness in meetidg the milds

of the students they serve. A comprehensive program to

.improve attendance in New York Pilblic Schools is, there-

fore, a high priority during the school year 1978-1979.

The Chancellor's plan to address the problem was outlined in four

parts:

Part I: Minimum Standards of,Procedure and Administration

. -- Administrative and recording procedures to'provide principals

and other administrators with the means to monitor attendanceband identify

.children in need of counseling.

-- Simplification of pupil accounting and attendance reporting

procedures.

A new handbook to further detail these procedures.

Part II: Minimum Standards for Attendance Pro ram

P Each school must take responsibility for its own attendance.

-- An attendance coordinator must be designated.

-- Schools must annually submit an attendance plan and thereafter

adhere to it.

-- Each school must develop a committee on attendance which should include

supervisors, teachers, pares, guidance and attendance personnel and parents.

-- The function of the committee is to provide guidelines and suggest

33
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modifications.

Part III: Special School Based Programs

-- Each school will be required to develop a, program to deal with

its particulai attendance problems.

.-- Schools will be assisted in this area by the new resource manual.

-- Each school will be expected to create from the resources provided

a specific. program that addresees the attendance problems endemic to that

particular school.

Part IV: Resources and Incentives

This part of the plan begins with a general statement of the need to

provide schools with necessary resources ip terms of personnel and

expertise and the need to reward successful applications of programs with

additional resources and positive performance .evaluations. More

specifically, it states that:

-- During 1978-1979 schooli would be provided with resources 4rat

would enable them to design and itplement attendancn improvement programs

and have these programs securely in place by 1979-1980.

-- During 1979-1980 the Board would begin to allocate fiscal and

other rescurces and provide rewards for the more successful programs.

-- The Bureau ofAttendance would be reorganized during 1978-1979

in Order to provide more efficient and effective services to schools.

-- The work of the Bureau should be concentrated in the area of:

a. training and supervision of.schoel personnel and other

attendance personnel.

b. reviewing attendance plans and working with schools and

34
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districts to improve their plans.

c. timely monitoring of attendance procedures throughout the

.system.

d. follow up of referrals on truants in the Division of High.-

.Schools and Special Education.,

--The Office of Educational Statistics woad be implementing a

program for the collection and dissemination of attendance data.

-- Metropolitan Educational Laboratory would phase in, beginning %

by Fall, 1979, an automated system for all pupil accounting,iaformation.

-- The Bureau's forces would.immediately be augmented by a special

task force of attendance superviiors and other personnel to:

a. assist schools in the establishment of.basic procedures that

are uniform city-wide.

b. train school secretaries in use of new forms.

c. monitor newly developing programs and assist school in imple-

menting these programs«

d. 400rdinate technical services and work to facilitate cooperation

among units within the school system, city agencies and private

agencies.

'-- An attempt would be made during 1978-79 school year to set base-

line attendance rates for each school and district which would accurately

predict attendance rates for a specified district.

-- An indexing system would be developed to correct year-to-year

variations,in attendance due to outbreaks of illness, etc. The system

would be the basis for setting goals and measuring programs which is a

prerequisite for the reward based incentive programs.

35
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-- The Bureau of Attendance would be responsible for ensuring that

the attendance plan is implemented by every school and district and

report to the Chancellor regularly on the status of the implementation

of the plan in each school and district.

The Chancellor's plan represents a commitment to improving attendance.

The Education Priorities Panel examined the commitment on the school level

and the degree to which the Chancellor's program has been successfully

implemented.

THE SURVEY

'EPe'staff visited 28 intermediate, junior high schools and high

schools between November 13 and December 20, 1979 (see Appendix A, Metho-

dology). These constituted a 10% sample of the middle schools and high

schools in New York City. The 'sample schools reflected a wide range of

'Student populations and attendance problems. The school profiles (see

Appendix B), demonstrate the broad spectrum represented in the study.

- The site visits and extended interviews.established the variety among

the schools in terms of programming and their response to attendance

issues.

We have not attempted to evaluate individual schools nor to establish

any causal relationship between specific administrative and/or programmatic

practicei and attendance rates. As evidenced by the interview guides

(Appendix A), the study was restricted to a description of the attendance

situation in each school, a detailed dicussion of attendance-related

activities at the school, and a pointL.by-point investigation of the imple-

mentation of the Chancellor's Attendance Program as set forth in the

"School Attendance Manual." Although the staff did have the opportunity to

observe classes and specific activities in several schools, the analysis



was restricted to information that was gathered during the interviews.

There was no attempt to verify either the regularity of activities or

their effectiveness.

As described in the previous chapter, truancy is a complex issue.

Considering the'diversity among the populations at the survey schools, it

would be simglistic and misleading to attempt to link any single practice

with the resulting attendance rates. For example, the two junior high

schools which were in least compliance with the Chancellor's Program

represented the best and worst attendance rates in our sample. Non-

compliance was attributed in one case to the absence of any need, and in

the other case to the lack of resources in a school that was oppressed by

too many other needs. Cleaily, one cannot draw any simple conclusions

regarding the impact of the Chancellor's program, ot for that matter,

the success of any specific program.

However a sophisticated anal sis and evaluation of the success of

anceprora,msmustla_indertakenhtheBoardofschool-basedatterKl

Education. Obviously, before identifying successful programs for replication

throughout the system, we must identify the extent of such programming.

The findings that follow document the degree to which the Chancellor's

Attendance Program has been implemented on the school level and the

characteristics of school activities relating to attendance.

The findings do not attest to the success or failure of the Chancellor's

plan, since no longitudinal analysis was conducted. It is very possible

that attendance has improved in some schools, and this would not be

revealed by this study.

In the following section, the relevant findings are grouped according

to the requirements of the attendance plan. The findings are based on

information from 28 schools, including 17 middle junior high schools and

11 high schools.

1'437
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FINDINGS

o Both schools and districts are supposed to annually submit an

attendance plan.

1) Nineteen community school districts of those surveyed (59%) did

not submit a district attendance plan to the Bureau of Attendance.

2) In only 22Z of the districts did all of the schools submit

plans.

3) No plans at all were submitted from three districts.

4) For the remaining 29 community school districts, individual

schools submitted plans as follows:

- 100% of the schools submitted in seven districts;

- 90-100% of the schools submitted in five districts;

- 80-90% of the schools submitted in three districts;

- 50-80% of the schools submitted in five districts; and

- less than 50% of tlie schools submitted in nine districts.

5) Every one of the schools included in the survey purported to

have an attendance plan. However, copies of the plan were not
a.

available at four junior high schools and two high schools, or

21% of the schools surveyed.

o Each attendance plan st4uld consist of a needs assessment, short

and long range objectives, specific programs to improve attendance,

staffing requirements and evaluation.

6) Only three schools (11%) had conducted a needs as4essment.

7) At eleven of the schools (39Z), there was no mel,tion either in the

interviews or in the written plan of programming or instructional

or support services for students with attendance problems. At another
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five schools (18), programming was included in the written plan,

but never alluded to in response to interview questions.

8) Only nine schools (322), including seven high schools, had

programs for long-term absentees. Only seven schools'(25%),

including six high schools, had a special program aimed at

"intermittent" absentees. Only one high school had a program

directed at the problem of classcutting. Only six schools

(2I2) were specifically addressing the need for early identifi-

cation of attendance problems. Finally, only ten schools (36%),

three junior high schools and seven high schcols, had any special

classes for students with attendance problems.

9) Seventeen (612) of the schools knew of programs within the

community that dealt with attendance-related problems and

fifteen of these schools did refer students to the community

services.

° The plan should be developed in consultation with a Committee on

Attendance (COA) which should include teachers, pupils, parents, supervisors

and community persons. The committee are to meet regularly, advise

the principal and maintain minutes and membership lists.

10) Only eight of the schools in the survey (294) had involved

students in the development of the plan. There was more fAfort

to do this at the hlgh school level, including five (45) of

the high schools.

11) Parents were involved in the deveopment of the attend.ince

at aille (32%) of the schools. How.ver, In thit, case, the effort

was more common at the junior high school level, where sev,n

schools ( 41) included parents In this activity. lows.

39
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12) All of the high schools and 827 of the junior high schools had

Committees on Attendance. Three junior high schools had no CYA.

13) Only six schools (21%) had regular meetiAgs of the COA. Two COA's

had not met at all during the 1979-80 school year and at ten schools, the

date of the last COA meeting.was "not available" from the interview

respondents.

14) Only six COA's (21Z) included parent representation.. Only five

schools (18%) included students on the COA: three high schools and two

junior high schools.

° The school based plan is to be submitted to the appropriate

superintendent for approval. Plans are also to be made available for

review by the Chancellor's Task Force onfAttendance.

15) Just under half of the schools (12 or 43%) had received input

or information from either the community.school district office or the

high school borough superintendent. Seven, or only 25% of the schools,

had been called to district meetings on attendance and only two junior

high schools (I2Z) had ever reviewed the district attend pila.

16) Twentr,two of the schools (79Z) had submitted theirQot:eudance

plans for reviL4 to at least one of th,, following: bor)ugh rintendent,

community school district staff, Chancellor's Task Soto:. None of the

schools, however, had gone thtpugh a revisiml process or received formal

comments.

17) The Chancellor's Task Fore'. had visitc-d sixteen of thc junlok.

high schools (94Z).

° The classroom teacher is .0 be d:rectly involved in the improvement

of attendance. 11

18) nlly nine schools (six juniur.high schools and three hlgn
A.

40



schools) noted responsibilitieg other than clerical

duties as the classroom teacher's responsibilities regarding

attendance.

19) Only one school surveyed had provided trainiag in other

than clerical areas regarding attendance. Seventeen schools
4

(61%) had had no.training sessións and ten schools (36%) bad.

-held training sessions on clerical issues.

20) Twentyfour schools (86%) have had a staff meeting on

attendance issues. Seventeen (61%) of the schools had discussed

,..alrndance at staff meetirgs,At only seven schools-(25%) had

actually design'ated attendance issues as an .igenda item or

primary focus of a staff meeting.

21) Twenty three scheols (82%) have meetings of all personnel

wofking on attendance. At five schools (18%) there Are

regular mee(ings, eighteen schpols (64%) hold such meetings as

needed, five schools (18%) do ndi hold meetings.

° In addition:

22) None of the schools in the survey had included feeder

schools in developing their attendance plans. Only three

junior higlischnols and EWO high schools (18% of the total) had

met at all witt, representatives of their feeder.

23) Only sixteen of the schools (57Z) were in compliance with the

time schedule for sending postcards to students' homes and

only nine athools.(32%). were 'in compliance regarding 407's, the

referral fore for attendance teachers.

4Z,
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24) Of the fourteen districts which cooperated with the sarvey,

three had only one attendance teacher, two district:, had two

attendance teachers, five districts had' three attendance

teachers, one had four attendance teachers, and three districts

had five attendance teachers. The student/att.endahce teacher

ratio ranges from one attendance teacher for 2,952 Fuderr.s to

one teacher for 34,739 students.

25) Only one of the district attendance coordinators could supply

specific data on actual caseloads for the attendance teachers,

numbers'of students c atacted and number of students actually

returning to school.

26) Estimates for caseloads in the districts began at 300 students

per attelpnce teacher and went into the thousands.

Chancellor's Special Circular No.

This circular, dated August 24, 1979, discusses the implementation

of the "Clearance of Register" procedure as required by the Attendance

Program. According to Board of Education officials, this circular is

now under review-and will be re-issued in the fall of 1980. The register

clearance process, "designed to locate absentees during the beginning of

the school year and to provide accurate data concerning school population,"

was designated as a priority for Fall, 1979 by the Bureau of Attendance.

The circalar states that "All students who are on the school register,

hut have not attended a single day of school from the beginning of the

term up to and including Tuesday, October 3t), 1979, ando whose absence

remains unaccounted for, are to be-discharged as of October 30, 1979.-

The circular does not require, but "acsume,; that each publAc school will
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have made sUbstantive efforts to locate the students."

A student can be discharged legally only if he or she.transfers,

graduates, gets married, reaches 17 and has parental permission or if

"uot found." A child can only be discharged as "not found" by an Attendance

Teachcr and only if substantisl efforts have been made to locate the

student. Under Circular # 2, students could be discharged if they had

-

not attended school for a single day. If_ substantial efforts are not

made to locate the student, this constitutes an illegal discharge.

27) "Substantial efforts" have not been made in many cases. Due to

the number of 1;tudents invblved, it appears that several hundred (and

possibly as many as 10,000) students whose cases had not been legally

closed as of October 30, 1979, were illegally discharged because of

insufficient follow-up.

28) Discharge forms (209-B) at the Bureau of Attendance for Fall

1979 contain the following illegal notations as reasons for discharge:

Chancellor's Circular #2
17 + not attending
17 + Bureau of Attendance
No Show - 407

29) A review of the "period tWo" discharges (10/2/79 - 10/31/79) for a

random sample of twelve high schools, five intermediate/junior high schools,

and two elementary schools revealed irregularities. Wholesale illegkl

discharges were made on or immediately preceeding October 30tb.

30) Every student over 17 was immediately discharged as 17'+.

Although technically, these students may drop out of school legally, the

,iiischaiges did not reflect exit interviews, appropriate contacts, or

appropriate signatures as required. Several students born in 1963 and

1964 werefalso mistakenly discharged in the 17 + category.

31) It is difficult to estimate the total number of illegal discharges.
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It is unclear whether all possible avenues were explored before a student

uas discharged as "not found" on October 30, 1979. In cases where insuf-

ficient efforts were made to locate the student before the deadline, these

would also bc illegal discharges. We estimate that there were 1,500

illegal discharges in the 19 sample schools alone.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Chancellorq i)ttendance Program attempts inroads in three areas:

1) The development of accurate register and attendance data;

2) The priori,ty status assigned to increasing attendance, articulated

in an attendarme/plan designed by each school.

. 3) The notification of all school, district and central personnel of

their appropriate roles.and contribution in this effort.

Although the plan demonstrates some success four problem areas

still must be addressed:

1) Lack of formal evaluation of existing programs

2) Non-compliance with the Chancellor's Attendance Program

3) Clearance of registers

4) The laek of emphasis on educational programs

5) Out-of-school youth

1) Evaluation

1) The Board of Education should conduct a sophisticated analysisjind

prorams

E"tsucc"sft

Such evaluations are an important pre-requisite to expansion and

replication of the programs.

4 4
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2) Compliance with the Chancellor's Attendance-Program

It should be the obligation of the borough superintendents to monitor

high school. In the districts, where implementation of a uniform program
_

is more difficult the district attendance coordinators should have

this monitorins responsibility.

Non-compliance tath the Chancellor's Ptogram needs to be addressed.

Findings 1-5 (preparation and submission of an attendance plan), 6 (carryink

out a needs assessment), 10-14 (structure of the Committee on Attendance)

and 15-17 (role of the district) are examples of problem areas.

In order tc; obtain cooperatica from the schools as well as to refine

the program, EPP recommends that a conference on attendance be called for

representatives and parents of all 32 districts. This could be an opper-

tunity to share successful strate4jes as well as to revise and strengthen
Jk

the Chancellor's PrOgram based on this year's experience. La addition,

it is hop hat condultation would increase the districts' commitment ,

to the program.

3) Clez..........trAnsee isfers

No student should be discharged until all eflorts to locate the'

student and rovide alternative services have been made and documented.

All cases of ille al dischar e should he re o ened and re-evaluated.

It is clearly both against the law and against the best interests of the

students to do otherwise.

4) Emphasis on Educationar rograms

Each school must rovide 0 W. ams which will attract all ofour

students to schools. Each attendance len should irovide for te cher traininc

that will em hasiza the teacher's ivotal role in encouraging attendance.

'=1 45 it
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The fourth problem area is the implicit separation of attendance-

related activities and other educational programs in the schools, as seen

in Findings 7-8 and 18721.

This is not to deny the importance of improved clerical procedure.

EPP has regularly advocated for improved data collection and evaluation

at the Board of Education. Clearly, standardized clerical procedures are

vital for a decentralized system that is responsible for close to a

million school children. No solutions canbe formulated until we understand

the parameters of the problem. In the next chapter, we will again address

the problem of an adequate, useful data base. Hoiever, we cannot stress

too emphatically that record-keeping is only a prepatory first step. It

is important to record attendance; however, it is .much more important to

provide an educational program that children will attend.

Today's truants are young people who have judged and 'rejected the
schools as not for them. Their challenge ,to the schools is to make
what goes on inside more attractive than street life, closer to
their experience and more udeful in meeting life'needs. Unless
school and community programs make these children want to resume
their interrupted learning, surely technical measures will,fill to
reduce truancy to any significant degree. (Education Cam41ttee
Women's City Club, It's 1Q AM: Do You Know Where Your Children
Are? March, 1979, p. 1)

4.
The separation of.attendance related activities and other programesing

in the schools is largely a question of the principal's attitude. Emphasis

on a schoolbased attendance plan can be a successful strategy. However,

additional attendance-related activities should supplement an educational

program tii* addresses the needs of students and\lirovides an incentive

to atiend school and learn. The priority status of attendance should

permeate every school activity. It is ounter-productive to designate

specific activities as "attendance-re:ated" if the result is that all
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other education services are set apart from the attendance plan and

stripped of their value for encouraging good attendance. It is mainly

the principal's role to cultivate a comprehensive attitude towards atten-

dance.

In the introduction to the School Attendance Manual, there is a recog-

nition of the critical role of teachers, principals and supervisors in imple-

menting any attendance plan. There are ample provisions and guidelines for

attendance taking. Schools are encouraged to move beyond the mere mechanics

'of attendance taktng to provision of "Special School-Based Programs."

The Plan also provides for tecanical assistance and training to be provided

by the Task Force.

However, given the plan's awareness of the key role which teachers

play in the development and implementation of any lan,,..and the perceptions

of teachers that they are over-burdened and ill-prepared to work with

the truant population, it is striking that there is no provision for

teache'r training although training for secretaries in filing forma is

specificelly mentioned.

No teacher, having taken the roll, has completed his or her

attendance-taking activities for.the day. After tallying the number

of children absent, attendance-related activities for the students who

are present should include everything else that occurs in school during

the day. No staff meeting on attendance is complete if the only topic

Is the correct c*rical format for absent students and no mention Is

made of services for attending students. EPP staff has prepared a detailed

discussion of Programmlab :,)r the Truant, Appendix C. This is simply a

compendium of information available in the literature And known to the

school system. Itisitschoolsrovide_itrasdamt which

4 7
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will attract all of our students to school.

5) The Out-of-School Youth

The EPP suggests that service to out-of-school yin.led

through purchase of service agreements with community-based organizations

throughout the City.

The out-of-school youth is the missing element in the Chancellor's

Attendance Program. The Program does not address the needs of the out-

of-school student, or long-term absentee. There are two sides to the

problem of truancy. One is ensuring that students continue to attend

school, or retention. The second 1-,sue, and one of growing dimensions

in New York City, is reaching out and contacting students who are already

out of school. Ideally, an effective early identification effort to

reach children before they leave the system and to prevent others from

feeling pushed out would obviate the need for outreach services. However,

at this time, with an ever-increasing population of Out-of-school children

in New York City, we must address this problem. Table V presents drop-out

statistics for 1978-79.

The Division of High Schools in response to the Dropout Report has

begun to address the out-of-school youth. Three Outreach Centers are

being established as a means of assisting students to return to instructional

.settings. A flexible program is being organized to provide each returnIng

student with a variety of services including: an education and psychosocial

profile; the Personal Growth Laboratory (a program which has been successfullyNe

implemented in other settings); referrals for n,.cessary supportive and

social services; an appropriate instructional placement; and follow-up

and 'monitoring activities. The Division ie also planning several new

48
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\ small instructional settings which will be affiliated with an existing

high schpol.

Wwever, the EPP suf!..sts that such centers can never achieve the out-

reach capabilities ot the existing 'network of communiLy-based organizations.

41%.
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TABLE V

High School Dropouts, School Year 1978-1979

Manhattan
Number of
Dropouts

Benjamin Franklin 458
Charles Evans Hughes 612
Seward Park 803
Washington Irving 436
George Washington 436
Louis Brandeis 1,027
Stsyvesant 27

Julia Richman 648
Music and Art 64
Martin Luther ging N/A
Murry Bergtraum 43
Parkwest 808
Fashion Industries 181

Chelsea 74

Norman Thothas 166
N.Y. School of Printing 229
Art and Design 73
Manhattan 280
Mabel Dean Bacon 43
.Park East 192
West Side 102
tower East Side 195
Satellite 401.

Harlem Prep N/A
Auxiliary N/A

\ Register
10/31/78

1,128
770

3 56

2,3 7
419
4,219'

2,762
3,543
2,503
N/A

2,551
3,877
2,407

1,115
3,044

1,923
2,269
1,713
1,275

488
313
557
479
N/A
N/A

Reports
Missing*

% of
Dropouts

None 22%
None 22
None 21
None 18

Period 9 13
None 24
None 1
None 18

Pei!ods 2 & 4 3

N/A N/A
None 2

Periods 1 & 2 21
None 8

None
None
None 12
None 3

Period 2 16
None 3

Periods 4 & 8 39
None 33

Periods 6,9,10 35
Periods 7 & 10 59

N/A N/A
N/A N/A

Staten Island

New Dorp 301 2,801 None -11

Port,Richmond 240 2,982 None 8
Curtis 278 2,323 Period ir 12
Tottenville 278 4,927 None 6
Wagner 213 3,032 None 7
R. Metee 11.6 1,414 None 12
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Queens
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Number of Register Reports % Of

Dropouts 10/31/78 Hissing 21.12.2,0at_t

August Martin 81 2,03c None 4

Beach Channel 326 3,5u., None 9

B. Cardozo 360 3,068 None 12

Springfield Gardens 499 3,225 None 15

John Bowne 515 . 3,849 None 13

Francis Lewis 313 3,003 None 11

M. Van Buren 296 3,425 None 9

Forest Hills 265 4,927 None 6

C. Bryant 595 3,844 None 15

Long Island City 452 3,297 None 14

Newtown 527 4,680 None 12

Flushing 406 2,741 None 15

'Far Rockaway 341 2,265 None 15

Jamaica 287 3,155 Period 8 9

Richmond Hill 364 2,745 None 13

John Adams 882 4,807 None 18

G. Cleveland 992 4,015 Period 8 25

A. Jackson 373
-

2,655 None 14

Bayside 281 3,718 Period 10 8

Hillcrest 446 3,158 None 14

Queens . 119 1,292 None 9

Aviation 40 2,976 None 1

Thomas Edison 141 2,429 Period 4 6

Auxiliary N/A N/A None N/A

Middle College 65 421 N/A 20

Bronx

Morris!' 783 2,849 None 27

Herbert Lehman 663 3,408 None 19

W.H. Taft 1,247 3,888 None 35

C. Columbus 612 3,146 None 19

MOnroe 829 2,970 None 30

EVander Childs 557 3,742 None 15.

Walton,.. 734 3,421 None 21

Roosevelt 1,368 4,486 None 30

Clinton 927 4,221 None 22

Bronx Science 52 3,320 None 2

A. Stevenson \ 790 4,461 None 18

-H.S. Truman 319 3,361 None 9

South Bronx 30 790 Pe iod 3 4

J. Nennedy 945 4,830 None 20

A.E. Smith 261 1,764 None 15

Jane Addams 314 1,534 None 20

S. Compere 264 1,021 None 26

G. Dodge 79 1,968 Period 9 4

Auxiliary N/A N/A N/A N/A
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Brooklyn

. Lafayette
Midwood
A. Lincoln
S. Tilden

, F.g. Lane
J. Madison
Brooklyn Tech
T. Jefferson
Prospect Heights
New Utrecht
Boys and Girls
John Jay
Erasmus Hall
G. Wingate
Eastern District
Bushwick
Ray Ridge
Ft. Hamilton
Sheepshead Ray
anarsie
F. Roosevelt
J. Dewey
South Shore
E.R. MUrrow
Ba rttin

Sarah J. Hale'
G. Westinghouse
Automotive
East New York
W. Grady
A. Hamilton
E. Whitney
W. Maxwell
Auxiliary
Pacific
City-as-;School

High School Redirection
P.M. high School

- 37 -

Number of Register Reports of

1.2.1ts 10/31/78 Missing Dropouts

528
396
371

286
953
396

363
1,003

639
520
580

1,237
741
439
821

718
378
555

330
447

688
160
530
138

5'
52;

173

171

286
163
262

336
242
N/A
343
62

211

123

3,495
2,854
2,935
2,952
5,192
3,275

5,830
3,928
3,176
2,800
4,667
4 ,496

4,077
3,459

3,028
2,952
2,378
3,760

3,117
2,663
3,891
3,422
4,586
2,849
2,349
2,589

2,378
1,726
1,705
2,174
1,259
2,353
1,824
N/A
512
339

571
1,292

None
None

Period 7
None

t)::
None
None
Nene
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None.
None
None
None
None
None
None

114::::

None
None
None
None
None
N/A

None
None

Periods 1,7,10
None

.

*

15
14

13
10
18
12

6

26

20
19

12

28

18

13

27

24

17

15

11

17

18

5

12

5

2

20

7

10

17

7

21

14

13

N/A
47

18

37

9

Period 1 - September
Period 2 - October
Period 3 - November
Period 4 - December
Period 5 - January
Period 6 - February
Period 7 March
Beriod 8 - April
Period 9 -.May
period 10 - June
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Attendance and other school-related problems seldom appear in

isolation. The majority of these youth are struling with social and

C3v ,onmental problems beyond the scope of the school system. This is

evident in examining the case histories of youth currently being served

by other social service and support systems. School-related problLs,

especially truancy, characterize those adolescents who eventually come to.,

.the attention of the aild welfare system (foster care and preventive

services) and the juvenile justice system (probation and diversioe programs).

A study by the Economic Development Council of'New York City (Truancy

in New York City's Public Schools'', October, 1977) explored the relationship

between truancy and juvenile crime. The report states that confirmation

of a juvenile<s tendency to break the-law during school hours is found in

New York City police records. EDC estimates that the cost ot'truancy-

related crimes in New York City for 1976 was $329,000,000.

A survey of preventive service programs contracting with the

i New York City Department of Social Services, Special Services for

Children (SSC), noted, the prevalt ce of school-related problems.

One of themajor systems which preventive programs
have to deal with regularly is education.

After analyzing and reviewing all the data collected,
it was noted that more than half of the preventive
programs reported, either in the Data Collection Form

or at the time of siee.visits, that school-related
problems ranging from behind grade level Work and
unmet special needs to truancy and suspension, were
the most common presenting problems and/or reasons
for referrals. In addition, case records often
indicated the presence of school-related problems
for at least one child in the family regardless of
the initial reason for -referral.

(See INTERFACE, An Ounce of Prevention: A Survey of Preventive Services

Pro,iams Contracted by New York City Special Services for Children,
April, 1 60, p. 6.

5 3
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ThAve general findings support the recommendation that CBO's provide

services to out-of-school youth.

a) Services for out of school youth°ftre oot widely available n sitar

publig school system.

b) The Board of Education is not the most appropriate service de-

liverer to ra44ch outbf-school'youth.

c) There is an existing network of community-based organizations

(CRO's) throughout the City with experience providing outreach

services. -0.

Existing School Attendance'Services For Out-of-School Chipen

The greatest gap in service to out-of-school youths appears at the

community school district level as documented by the survey of junior

high school and district attendance plans (see Findings 8-9 and 23-26).

However, alI experience points to the fact that attendance And drop-out

problems are increasingly appearing at an earlier grade. Repeatedly,

junior high school staf: noted thq necessity of implementing early ident-

ification and preventive programs in the eleaentary and middle schools.

However, few, if any, suctOprograms exist. High School principals unanimously

mention the problems of articulation and the number uf children who

never even reach their schools. (See Chapter 111). However, the reiaLiyc

concentration of attendance services (though still insufficient) in the

high schools z. the current attention on the drop-out problem leav:..

these younger students unaddrest,!d until iheir prohle re hvv,-re

to demand a response from the (.:hool ytem. Prictably, Iv that tI.nu,

the problems are albo much narder to SolVO.

The EPP previously has made the following recomrtendations regarding

/ the tllocation of funds to fhe high schools for students with attendance
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problems (See p. 13-15 for the fiscal disincentives for improving attendonce

in the current allocation formula): yelp

1. The allocation formula,- whatever its.form, should be considered

child-specific fund's. While different services may be provided
to different 'students, a student must receiv s. services in return

for the funding that he/she attracts to the schools. Under no 1

circuastances should:one student's; program depend on the absence

of "nether. The evaluation and monitoring of such targeting
of funds would be a part of the task performed by the borough

superintendents in supervising all principals.

. 2. A certain number of Ciecutive Director's discretionary units
.should be'reservedlor attendance purposes. A number of these

would be assigned, on a per capita basis, to the schools foe

their LTA's. The*mount would be less thai that for students on

an allocation register, so that there would be an incentive to
Mucceed ini=inging long-term truants back to the schools, at
which time, thtschools would be awarded a higher allocation.
(Educatf.onal Piiorities Panel, Allocation of Tax Lev. Funds to

New York/Citt )ifsh Schools, May, 1979, pp.100-101 ).

Although the High School Diyision has instituted an small allotment

as recopmended above, the number of units was not sufficie-t to actually

improve the situation (although it does represent an important commitment).

The EPP continues to endorse both of these recommendations to provide

resources and appL2priate services to all 2Iocil_.c.t_llicscilildreninclud-

ing thcse with attendance problems.,

The Division of High Schools also has taken important i itiatives

in response to the public release of the "Drop-Out Report" in the es-

tablishment of the retrieval centers. The Board of Education deserves

praise tor acknowledging the dimensions of the drop-out problem and for

moving to provide services. However, the Board's strategies do not

maximize available resources in r;upport of this population as further

discussed.

b. The Role of the Board of Eduratlon

We should not ask, howenr, thai the Board fill a rol,2 that is
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inappropriate for it. The primary mission of the public school system

is to provide effective educational programming and instruction to

students. The Educational Priorities Panel exiwcts t e New York City

public schools to proiride an appropriate education for,each and every

child. However, we recognize that this is 4n enormous task. We cannot,

nor should we, expect the school system to address other needs. Social

services are the responsibility, and the expertise, of ott.;er delivery

systems. These other service deliverers should fulfill their mission.

Experience and skills should not be wasted nor shoulA we,be shifting

responsibility for pplving every problem to an already overburdened

school system.

The EPP supports the idea of coordinated services and the prepaiation
4

of an integrated service plan for each child. However, this should not

be misinterpreted to mean that all services must be prorided by one

professional or one system. Rather, it means that each piece of the

comprehensive service plan should be delivered by the best-qualified

Individual or structure in cooperation with the other service providers.

While the szhools may be best equipped to provide services to children in

school, it may not be able to reach out to children who are not attending

school.

"Children in vur schools are increasingly exhibitin'a range of
learning and behavioral problems that seem to be in part a
function of emotional difficulties that begin outside the
school. When a particular set of problems such as school
maladjustment or truancy becomes so widespread; it becomes ,

cost-inefficient to continue to provide services on a case-by-case
hasis without some atttention to the larger, common structural
elemen-..s in a particular cluster of families or communities that
may be contributing to the problem. Since schools are the primary
alternate site In which young children function, treatment and early
intervention efforts must include ars effort to reconcile home and
and school. -This strategy must involve collaboration among dis-
ciplines - mental health workers recognizing the importance of
school in a child's life and school administrators acknowledging
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that school boundaries are not impermeable." (Interface, A Survey
2Larlx_Iptervention Proaalles in New York State; 1978, p.48.)

The Board of Education must be carefu; to avoid two pitfalls in

addressing the needs of out-of-school youth. The first relates to

flexibility and the second to professionalism. The public schcas

must not only be willing to entertain new and creative approaches but

should be vigorously pursuing innovative answers to the problems of the

school population. The routine approach of having an attendance teacher

telephone or visit the home is a limited response to truancy. The ave-

nues available to an attendance teacher for locating a truant, as out-

lined in the School Attendance Manual are only a first step. Providing

referrals to other Social service bureaucracies is inadequate if there

is no case advocacy, no assistance in negotiating with these formidable,

and often unyieldina, systems, no follow-up or monitoring, and, finally,

no coordination or planning for a comprehensive package of services.

Attendance teachers repeatedly asserted that huge caseloads restrice

their activities to clerical duties, locating students and providing limiied

referrals. Limited time and previous failures restrain attendance

teachers from taking many cases to Family Court or taking advantage of

their legal standing or possible legal functions. The Board of Education

mut, take advantage of all existing methods of providing attendance pro-

gramming, both public and private.

fhe second problem noted above is a restrictive emphasis on pro

fessionalism. A significant factor in the positive use of alternatives

and flexibility is the use of diversified staff. In order to serve

students, the Board of Education has to recognize the many and varied

skills offered by different personnel. One need not be an "attendance"

teacher to cultivate good attendance in students. curther, one need
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not be a pedagogue to address school-related probleims. Just as the

Board of Education has utilized aides and paraprofessionals for syecific

duties, outreach to out-of-school youth should begprovided by a variety

of staff persons. Different skills, experiences, and working conditions

ire required to providesvarioua services to meet different needs. The

most effective program will take advantage of the available personnel.

Students are not well-servkd by arbitrary or traditional professional

designations. Flexible programming requires the capacity to revise job

descriptions and staffing patterns to match the most qualified person

with the required task.

C. Advantages of Co munity-Based Organizations

Currently, many CBO's are providing services to the out-of school

population with public funding from a variety of city agencies --

Special Services for Children, the New York City Youth Board the Criminal

Justice Coordinating Council. As discussed previously, whether their

specific mandate is to prevent foster ca're placement or to divert youth

from tkee juvenile justice system, a primary focus for treatment/services

is the school-related problem and truancy prevention.

There are three major reasons for the Board of Education to use its

furds to strengthen and expan.1 the outreach and truancy prevention

comilnents of these programs: the experience of the CBO's, their

acce,tance in the neighborhood, and the flexibility of their staff and

progrl- 'ng.

CBO's have experience - The Board of Education/should not be

expending valuable time and resources to "reinvent the whee4 It is

counter-Froductive for Board personnel to recreate program modcas, curri-

culae, and service strategies that have already been designed, implemented,
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and'field-tested by CBO's. Not only is it a waste of the Board of

Education's resources to provide services already provided elsehhere

but it is a drain on the CBO's, who are called in for consultation and

advice. It is more useful for CBO's to provide services directly to

stmients rather than give tephnical assistance to the Board of

Education.

(ii) CBO's have community acceptance - The effective community-based

organizations have developed'as an irktegral part of a neighborhood. The

trust, the intricate linkages, and the intimate understanding of a community's

strengths and weaknesses that is developed over time cannot be replicated

easily by Board of Education personnel moving into a neighborhood. The

extensive bumping and excessing of staff produced by budget cuts has not

allowed many school personnel to remain in one area long enough to become

part of the community. Fiscal pressures have also meant that one attendance

teacher is responsible for an entire school district av for a high school

attendance area that includes not one, but two, three, or a half dozen

distinct and complex communities. It is beyond any individual's

capacity to develop th necessary familiarity with so many disparate

areas.

Further reducing the chances of success, attendance teachers are

regularly rotated out of their schools or responsibilities to address

emergency situations or short-term priorities (see Chapter III). Con-

sidering all of these barriers to effective linkages with the community,

the Board cannot ignore those programs which hay( already established

themselves as fntegral parts of communities. The Board should be capita-

lizing on their contacts, information, and resources. Obviously, there

is a range in the quality of services provided by CBO's. However, those

5 9
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that have been successful have received aa acceptance from the community.

This is an invaluable resource for reaching out-of-school youth that
*

the Boardeehould recognize.

(iii) CBO's have the .flexil Alty Exiz.ting.CBO's, with their

knowledge of particular communities, have created program models along a

broad spectrum, addressing the unique status of each community and the

special needs and resources of the.youth in the neighborhood. Moreover,

a CHO will have a diversified staff, coordinating the skills of social

work prof, ..onals, paraprofessionals, street workers, e-nd volunteers --

staff indigenous to the community and those who bring isiportant skills

from outside of the community. The CBO is also unrestrained by tNe 9 to

3 or even 9 to 5 timetable. They can hold evening programs, visit the

home before school, share in the community's night life and weekend

recreation. In other words, they con provide a constant presence that

encourages community members to trust staff and to consider the program

a vital part of the community. In general, staff is available whenever

services are required. In addition, parenLs, students, and community

members can be incorporated into the program. Their contributions can

be invaluable. Significantly, this is an area in which the school-based

plans have been particularly negligent. (See Findinge 11 and 14 above).

These then are the advantages offered by the community-based

organizations in providlng quality services to out-of-school youth.

The Edu&itional Priorities Panel suggests that an increased level of

service would result if attendance services were provided through

purchase-of-service agreements with CBO's throughout the City.

80
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Therefore, we recommend:

The Board of education should take full advantage of the existing

riLLA.,47crtcofcounit-basec.....ons_LO'sthrouhmmoutthecit

with experience providing otttreach services.

IMPLEMENTATION

The EPP recommends that this policy be phased in gradually, be-

ginning with pilot projects in a few districts. New programs should be

concentrated firat at the district level because decentralized attendance

services have been most seriously depleted by budget cuts. Furthermore,

CHO outreach programs could be housed in unused sch.00l space. This

arrangement would facilitate coordination of servites as well as provide

an alternative use for underutilized school buildings.

CSO's are not of uniform quillity, and, in fact, in some

districts there are no CBO's capable of providing quality servici, a

pilot project is recommended in those distriots that can identify reliable

- CBO's.

The eventual goal is a hetergeneous system that will provide high,

quality service through a variety of methodologies. Districts will be

able to choose between the contractual services of a CBO and the provision

of services by attendance teachers, depending on the needs of the. student

population, the community's distinct characteristics, the quality of the

CBO's programs, and the specific personnel available.

In audition, certain districts or schools may be able to estabI.h

cooperative relations with CBO's to coordinate attendance efforts . )d

maximize the impact of their services. Such cooperative efforts would

not require the allocation of educati,u dollars, but could utilize existing

CB0 funding sources. In fact, some superintendews already have contacts

SI
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with CBO's in their districts to foster coopeiative efforts in serving

neighborhood children.

Services for the high schools and special education should be

incorporsted within this community-based structure as well. Services to

out-of-school high school students need to be provided in the communities

in which they live, not in the schools they are not attending. For

specie: education students, the new schooll-based support teams can be an

excellent link between the school and community services.

The EPP'reçommends that these attendance outreach services be

contracted with CBO's by the city's Youth Board. The funding advantages

of this arrangement will be discussed below.

course there are risks associated with contracting services, but

precautions-can be taken to avoid these pitfalls. New York City has had

experience with other systems of purchased services which proivde important

lesson for this proposal. Perhaps the most mportant lessons is that

goverment must accer_ the considerable monitoring and accountability

rasponsibilivies that accompiny purchase of services agreements.

Tbe contracts with CBO's should be awarded according to clear

guidelines previously established. For example, selection criteria should

knclude among others:

- the organization's established network in the community;

- its experience working with truants and their families;

- successful contacts with school personnel;

- understanding of the Board of Education's struc,ure and regulations;

- qualifications and availability of staff;

-
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- its track record in reporting and accounting to other contractors;

- the resitlts of former evaluations conducted by other contractors, etc.

'Service requirements must be incorporated into the contracts .

themselves. These, of course, may vary somewhat according to the

negotiations between the district and the CBO, bUt certain minimal

rIpirements,should be standard. The following are listed as suggestions:

- The Youth Board must conduct both fiscal and program audits (funds

must not only be accounted for but well spent).

- The contracts should reflect program goals, including number of

children and families to be served, speci'ic services to be provided,

and estimated numbers of children returned and/or remaining in

school.

- Regular reports should be required that contain specific

information including: the number Of type of contacts made with

chadren., theirjamilies, teachers, and other school personnel;.

contacts;and referrals with other agencies; type of services

provided; short and lung term goals and strategies for each case;

documentation of coordination with school programs, etc.

These reports and Youth Board :iudit ill provide the Board

Education with a means of evaluating the pi ot praject and of refining

the process tor its future replication.

There are many examples of individual schools or districts currently

providing attendance services in cooperation with a CEO.

,Of the 47 programs contracting with Special Services for Children to

divert* children f,rom foster car- ptacement: five participate ii alternative

schools run by the Board of Educatich; seven provide tutoring and

educational support services; two provide social services with personnel

e3
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located in the schools; and five additional programs have established

various cooperative relationships with local schools.

For example, the Community Mediation T-aining Program is sponsored

and housed in an underutilized school by District 10 in the Bronx. One

of the primary goals of the program is the "keep children in their schools."

The program provides a variety of family and community services to

approximately 400 families. Staff, including paraprofessionals and

volunteers, have developed a uervice model for this particular community

which focuses on "mediation." In conjunction with these services,

Community SchooeDistrict 10 contributes five full-tiMe teachers to

provide appropriate educational services to designated children in the

program.

Another example is the proposed Joint Sponsored Education Program in

Park Slope, sponsored by the Interagency Truancy/Dropout Project ip the

Office of the Mayor. This program is described in Appendix E.

COSTS

Finally, in addition to improving services, EPP suggestions that

dollar savings, so important in light of impending budget cuts, can be

made. If contracts are admInistered by the New York City Youth Board,

they will qualify as part of the City's Comprehensive Youth Plan. With

this etatus 50% matching funds.will be available from the State Department ,

for Youth. City tax levy doilar5 can be withdrawn and replaced by State

funds. The result is a net savings for the City and a stable budget for

attendance services with will yield increased services due to the benefits

of expertise, community linkages and diversified staff available through

the CBO's. This plan is similar to that being implemented (following
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EWE; suggestions in the Fall of 1979) to contract extended use of schools

programs through the Youth Hoard in order to qualify for state matching

funds.

The budget of the Bureau of Attendance is currently budgeted for

$3,015 million with the districts expending another $2.399 for attendance

teachers.

For the initial pilot project, EPP recommends a savings of $.5

million. To achieve this, a total of $1.0 million should be deducted

from the Bureau of Attendance budget and from the budgets for attendance

teachers in those districts that choose to contract out services.

Of the $1 million thus removed from the Board of Education budget,

$..5 million should be transferred to the Youth Board as contras:ting agent

to the'CBO's. The other $.5 million represents net savings. However,

because *.he Youth Board funds would be matched with State Comprehensive

Youth Plan funds, se'rvices would remain at the $1 million level. And, as

mentioned previously, we believe that the $1 million would buy more

services through CBO's than they provided through the Bureau of Attendance

because of the greater flexibility of CBO staffing patterns.

The Bureau ol Attendance budget will continue to support high school

attendance services. Fo Lhe future, if this pilot is successful, it

can belexpanded.
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CHAPTER III

USE OF RESOURCES BY THE BUREAU OF ATTENDANCE

The Bureau of Attendance (BOA), one of five bureaus wider the Office

of Pupil Personnel services, is organized into two responsibility

areas. The first, under the supervision of the Assistant Director, iq

responsible for pupil accounting and employment certification 1 both

the centralized High School Division and the decentralized school districts.

The second, under the supervision of the Chief Attendance Officer, is

respoilsible for direct attendance teacher services to the high schools,

the Special Services Unit, the Chancellor's Task Force, Special Education,

and for liaison services to the 32 school districts.

In light of the increasing attendance problem, questions about the

organization of the Bureau of Attendance, its use of personnel and the

efficency of the programs recently have been raised.

This chapter addresses the coordination by the Bureau of Attendance

with the High School Division, the use of Board of Education personnel on

the-Chancellor's Task Force and in the Special Services Unit, the Board

of Education data !pee and the effect of the teacher contract on attendance

services.

COORDINATION WITH THE DIVISION OF HIGH SCHOOLS

There must be coo eration and coordination between the Bureau o

Attendance and the Hi h School Division on both tilt. policy making level

It has become quite clear that coordination between the bureau of

4444dancc and the High School Division, both centralized entities within

the Board of Education, is limited. k'or example, the priority of the
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Bureau of Attendahce and of the Chancellor for this year has been to

clear the register .while the priority of the High School Division has

been to locate and retain LTA's. Both divisions determined these priorities

with insufficient discussion between the two. In addition the BOA claims

that, as of October 31, 1979, therc were very few LTA's while the High

School Division believes that there are over 8,000 LTA's in the spring

semester, 1980. Similarly, according to Boatii of Education personnel,

the High School Division planned the new drop-out retrieval centers with

insufficient input from the BOA and deither the BOA nor the Chancellor

requested significant input from the High School Division cn either the

development of the new attendance manual or the implementation-of the

Chancellor's attendance plan. Although the BOA borough attendance super-

visors work directly with the high schools, only 422 of all high schools

submitted an attendance plan to x.he Bureau of Attendance compared to

61.32 of all junior high and elementary schools (where attendance services

are decentralized) submitted plans.

The limited coordination between the BOA and t a High School Division

Is further accentuated at the borough level according to ROE personnel.

Although there is both a district high school sup-- -tendent and a district

attendance supervisor, little interaction takes pL. on decisiona of

common interest. A striking example of this is the assignment of the

attendance teachers to the high schools. The district attendance super-

visors request little or no input On ese a.signments from the high

school district superintendents. Furt ermore once an attendance teacher

is assigned to a high school, he or she can be pulled from that schaol

to either work at another school or to work on a special project. The
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school aed special project assigtrients are again both made with litele

or no input from the district superintendent or from the school itself;

The resuit.is that the high schools do not enjoy, continuity of service

or the same standard of service and are unable to plan for support personnel

because they do not know how many attendance teaC'hers they will have at

any givt;n time. 'For example, during the first few weeks of September,

approximately sixty attendance teachers were pulled from their regular

assignments to woik ok. school placvmento. The remainder of September

and all of October was devoted to clearing the register; several attendance

teachers were re-assigned to those schools with large numbers of students

to be discharged. In November and December, 30 attendance teachers were

pulled to work on the city-wide audit, and when the second arm begins in

Aanuary, attendance teachers must assist in ,establishing the audited,

adjusted registers. Between illiies and special assignments, only.70Z

of the attendance teachers are working in the schools with studen,

on any given day.

In order to improve coordination., both the BOA and the high School

Division should eeek input from and inform Oni another of related actione.

The high school district superintendents and the district attendance

suPervisora should work together to avoid program duplication, or working

at cross purposes with one another, and to Imeximize resources for attendance

problems. For example, the definition of a school with needs may be.a

different one to the BOA and to the High School Divislon. The assignments

of attendance teachers to the high schools should he made by the BOA

with maximum input from the High School Division. The s&ledule of the

attendance teachers and their varying re-assignments should also be made

with maximum input in those instances where alternatives to pulling
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attendasKe teachers from direct services in the high schools cannot he

entertained. However, in some cases, there are alternatives:

-- The EPP has previously recommended that IlLEIEEsientyrocess he
\

streamlined and that articulation between the feeder schools and the

h.....1.sch"ls beiproved. be ne"8"r f" 1.3-c-td""

teachers to4interrupt service delivery,co assist in school lacements in the

fali. (See.Educational Priorities Panel AllOcation of Tak-Levy Resources.

to the HighiSchoolr, May, 1979, pp. 52-55.)

-- The new Metrolab s stem should rovide the t e of data

that will enable the attendance teachers to s end less time on the City-

wide audit -nd the clearance of re ister and moretime rovidinv direct

services inth, high_schools.

THE CHANCELI,OWS TASK FORCE ON ATTENDANCE

The dutie erforme.. b the Chancellor's Task Force should b

rformed b scl:".nl-based eraonnel or b the district or borou h office.

The Chancellor's Task Force is composed of'seven excessed Assistant

Principals (AP) and four supervisors from the Bureau of Attendance. The

AP's are responsible for assisting both the schools and districts to

develop their attendance plans and.for evaluating the plans to insure

compliance with the Chancellor's guidelines. The supervisors are respon-

sible for monitoring uniform accounting and reporting procedure,.

Through the course of our interviews in the scnc)ols with Lhe district

attendance cw-ordinators and with members of Lhe Chancellor's Task Forct,

it has become clear that the effecticness of ahd the need tor the

Task rorce must be questioned.

The AP's, after only one week of training by the bOA, began Co work

with the district offices and with the indlvi,.ua schools to develop and
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review attendance plans. The AP's serve in an advisory capacity; they

40.
have no power to change the plan of a school or insist upon compliance

with the Chancellor's guidelines. Although mandated by the Chancellor's

plan, only 61.3% of al: the district schools submitted a plan to the

Bureati of Attendance. In addition, in reviewing a 10% sample of chose

plans submitted, only 17% afthe plans met the basic requirements as

outlined in the attendance manual. It is truethat in some instances,

membdre of the Task Force have been hel, 1 to an indiviLual school;

however, for the most part, the Task Force was seen by the schools as an

intrusion.

The same holds true for the four attendance supervisors. These

professionals, with salaries rabging between $27,000 and $29,000, check

attendance clerical procedures in the schools. Although it is necessary

that uniform standards be maintained, this type of clerical monitoring

does not require the skills of an attendance supervis6r. In addition,

we found that in almost every school, either the attendance coordinator

or an AP reviews the roll books, the admit/discharge steps, the 407's,

etc. on a periodic basis. The Attendance Manual states that the principal

or designee is required to check the 40 week attendance card twice-monthly;

the Manual also states that the duties of the attendance co-ordinaior

include monitoring the use of Form 407's atd the atLeciance cards.

Therefore it seems thit the responsibility of the attendance super,Yisors

are largely duplicativ of functions already being performed by other

school personnel.

The attendance supervisors also serve in an advisory capacity. They

can only make suggestions for improving procedure and cannot enforce

uniform accounting and reporting. In addition, they were given no role
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in monitoring the clearance of register procedure even though that procedure

was a top priority of the Office of Pupil Personnel services, and eviLently

needed supervision to prevent illegal'discharges.

It is imperative that the schools be monitored for compliance;

therefore, EPP recommends that;

-- Instead of Task Force memberEl the princieij anAb or the

attendance coordinator should be trained to monitor clerical duties;

the monitorin,$ of the attendance plans can be performed by the district

or boroupl office.

Redeploying the members of the Task Force to provide services to

children would increase available resources by $306,62f (according to

August, 1979 payrolls).

THE SPECIAL SERVICES UNIT (SSU)

The S., . should be run without Bureau of Aquslaistmulla22.1:.

tion.

The Bureau of Attendance assigns seven attendance teachers to four

Special Service Units (SSU) located at Times Square, Coney Island, East

New York and the South Bronx. The attendance teachers work with John

Jay College of Criminal Justice interns and with the transit police to

handle the truant population on the subways. Students apprehended by

the TA police at he subway station!, are brought to the attendance Leachers

and John Jay students. At extensive visits co two SSU locations, it was

observed that while both the attendance teachers and interns have the

skills to work tfteeti;i wii t h this populaticin, this talent 17,ccJmes

diffused among too many students; each student recr:.vv,, only three to

five minutes of personal attention. The number of students and the lack
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of time allotted to eilch is exacerbated by the amount of paperwork

required for each child.

The attendance teachers must submit three papers. The first, a

re-admit slip, is sent with the child to the school; the slip is either

to be returned to the Bureau of Attendance by the school or the school

should call the BOA. Although the Chief Attendance Officer at the BOA

claims thz_ 80% of the students return to school and one attendance

teacher at an SSU site claims only a 2% recidivism rate, other SSU staff

report much higher rates. No fotmal attempt is being made to account

for the number of students who do return to school and to monitor their

attendance.pattern._ Therefore, the purpose of this particular clerical

procedure is unclear.

The second slip of paper, the form 115, is sent to the Juvenile

Crime Prevention Unit (JCPU). The I15's are kept on file for one year,

are not used for referrals or cross-checks, and are then thrown out.

Because the transit police have no legal right under Education Law to

apprehend students in this way, the 115 serves as a documentation of the

action taken by the transit police to protect their rights.*

The third slip of paper, an absentee referral form (407), is mailed

to the district office. Of 12 districts responding to our questionnaire,

two had neve heard of the program, five received very few referrals,

four received between two and seven a week. Only one -- a district in

Queens -- received more than 10 per wee,:. And alLhough the School Atten-

dance Manual states that top priority should be given to these referrals

by the districts, there has been n. 'ocumented follow-up by the districts.#

* Under section 3213 subd. 2 of the Education Law, city police do not
have the authority to arrest truant minors. However, accorling to Sidney
C. Cooper, Project Director of the Juvenile Offer.der Division, Transit
Authority personnel, under the Public Agency Law, can bring in these
youngsters "for the safety of the passengers."
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The SSU clerical procedures are)largely useless and wasteful

of valuable resources. It is not cost-effective for a skilled pro-

fessional to spend a large portion of his/her work day gending forms

that are not received nor utilized for follow up.

However, despite some obvious problems, the SSU is a worthwhile

program and we recomm,nd that fhe Special Seiiices Unit be run without

Bureau of Attendance yersonnel. These attendance teachers can be better

utilized in the schools. The same level of service can be maintained at

no cost by expanding the John Jay program to include more college

students, by including students (to be supervised by the transit police)

from other programs-throughout the City in human services, sociology,

psychology, and by including work study students. By expanding the

program to include many disciplines, the students co provide counseling,

placement and referrals for the truants rather tha ..-erely sending them

back to school. They would also be peers as well as role models. Similarly,

the program can be expanded beyond apprehension to include a full day of

counseling, referral ana placement.

Furthermore, the EPP recommends th2s__Iie_sIericathe

program be examined closely to avoid duplication of effort. Form 115,

now sent only to the JCPU, was designed to include all the information

needed by the school, the BOA, the attep4ance teacher in the school

district, and the jCPU. This one form can he tilled out in triplicate

by the intern at the SSU and sent to the appropriate people thus saving

time and avoiding duplication.
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If thes,. recommeniations are implemented, services will be increased

at the SSU and direct services to children will be increased by $159,362

(according to August, 1979 payrol..0.

THE DATA BASE

An accurate and current data base should be ke t by the Bureau of

- Attendance. A data base should be kept at individual soo1s. The data

should be used to identify curre+ and potential truants and to design

and evaluate school-based attendance programs.

During the course of this study, it was necessary for researchers

to obtain data frop various sources including the Bureau o Attendance,

the attendance persOnnel in the high school districts and the community

school districts. This data base does not exist. Furthermore, the lack

of a data base does not appear to be of particular concern to most indivi-

duals at the Board of Education. Although clearing the register is the

top priority of the Office of Pupil Personnel Services, no official

attempt has been made by that offiz-e to aggregate the number of students

cleared, according to the reason for discharge. Despite the insistence

by that office that the number of LTA's is grossly inflated because of

double counting, no attempt has been made tn document this by analyzing

the data.

Our efforts to collect and aggregate this data was resisted at all

levels. Neither the high school districts nor the Chief Atten-

dance Office was able to detail the number of discharges and the reason

discharged. Each insisted that the other had tne data. 1/2spite a month of

efforts, no data were obtained. The number of no-shows was equally difficult

to get and although the Bureau of Attendance has these figures, they
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(11/79 to 2/80), figures from September '79 were "gone." Furthermore,

"ly keep the most recent weeks on file. By the time of the study,

data on discharges and admi:sions for the 1975-76, 76-77,77-78 and 78-79

school years, although complete, are totally inaccurate. Keypunch errors

have ...ndered this information useless.

Why is a current and accurate data base important? First, it will

reveal the characteristics of students who are truant. Without such data

it is impossible to design an attendance program aimed at the population

most at risk. Second, it will enable the Board of evaluate the success

of various attendance programs so that the most succescful can be

replicated. Without such data, the development of attendance programs

will be merely by trial and error.

A new central computerize4 accounting syatem, MetrJlab, wilL keep

track of admits and discharges, thus relieving the schools of certain

clerical duties, but it will not provide the kind of information on the

attendance of individual students that is necessary for designing and

evaluating attendance programs.

Therefore, the EPP recommends that the data base should be kept by

the Bureau of Attendance and be accurate and curront and should include:

O average daily attendance in the high schools, districts and

individual schools

O total number of discharges, aggrega-ed by reason for discharge

and by individual school

O attendance figures by sex, grade, age, special program, reading level

o attendance figures by day of week, time of year, holidays,

etc.

* school dem( ,raphic data - ethnicity, # free lunch eligible, ADC

eligible, 7. special education
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In addition, we recommend that the data base kept at the individual

school be constructed in a way that will aid in predicting the individual

students likely to Crop out. This incilides:

0 parental involvemelt,flack of involvement

extra-icurricular involvement

0 number of disciplinary referrals

O reading level

race, age, sex, grade

* days of the week most frequently absent

onset of cutting behavior

9 stated attitudes towards education at the junior high school

level

-- the data base should be used for identifying both current truants

and potential truants. Better programs and preventive measures

should be designed according to the population in need and their

attendance patterns.

THE ROLE OF T2E TEACHER

Classroom teachers should be required_sllincipostcards to parents.

and 4079s to attendance teachers. Teachers assigned to work on attendance

during their administrativeperiod should wnrk with students rather than

clerical issues.

According to their negotiated contract, teachers are no longer

required to send either postcards to the parents of students absent in

their homeroom or absentee referrals (407's) to attendance teachers.

These functions have been transferred to a clerical staff within the

school. Th6oretically, this allows the teacher more time for
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preparation and for working closely with individual students. Although

this may be true, the children have lost something as well. The homeroom

c.% and its teacher have been described by many educators as the "front line"

of defense against a student with attendance problems. At the present

time, a student who has been absent no longer has one person monitoring

his attendance but several. Attendance is no longer personalized; rather

an anonymous attendance aide has taken over this important function. In

addition, although the 407 referrals have space for teacher comments on

the individual student, at the present time, this information is not

included.

In addition to the cost to children personally, this contract clause

also has monetary costs. Schools were forced to hire aides. It is

ironic that schools have to have a school aide to fulfill their attendance

related responsibilities but do not have to have effective programming

that will keep youngsters in school.

Because we feel that the personalization of the attendance Lunction

is vital, we recommend that, as part of the next contract settlement:

-- teachers be required once again to send postcards to parents

and 407's to attendance teachers

-- teachers assigned to work on attendance during their administrative

period should work with students problems or potential truants rather

than concentrate on school uLde clerical issues. Clerical work

should be done by aides or clerical workers.

Based on an average of one school aide for every junior high school and

high school, a conservative estimate of the cost of filling out postcards

and 407's is :4,250,000 in school aide time. This time could be re-

allocated to other support services.
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CONCLUSION

The Educational Priorities Panel believes that education dollars

should be spent as effectively and efficiently as possible. Absenteeism,

truancy and dropping out of our public schools are reaching crisis

proportion, and the trends must be reversed. The recommendations of this

report are important first steps in addressing these issues, ev within

the severe fiscal constraints imposed upon our school system today.

If implemented they would result in the unique accomplishment of providing

improved educational services at lower COFt.
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Al"ENDIX A -- Methodoloey

A. Schools and Agencies Included in the Study

Seventeen Junior High Schools and eleVen High Schools were randomly

selected as the basis for the study. This represents 10% of the middle

and senior public schools in the New York City system. Individuals

from several divisions of the Board of Education were also included in

the study, as well as representatives of Private Agencies and the Office

of theifeyor.

B. Instruments

The data for the study was gathered mainly through interviews'.

set of two interview guides was designed for use in the school:. One

at the Principal/Attendance Coordinator level; the other for Attendance

Aides. A third interview guide was designed for use in telephone interviews

with the District Attendance Coordinators. Open ended interviews were

conducted with Board of Education represt _atives, District Attendance

Teachers and Supervisors and the representatives of Private Agencies.

Copies of the interview guides follow.

C. Interviews

At each school, interviews were comlucted with the Attendance

Coordinator and/or Principal and the Attendance Aides. In all, there

were 93 interviews conducted in the schools; an average of 4 hours was

spent at each :-.chool. The Interview guides were designed to gather

infqrmation on:

-- the perceptions of school personnel of the Chancellor's Task

Force

-- the development and implementation of Attendance Plans

-- the scope of the attendance problem
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-- communication beteween District and schools

-- the level of utilization of non-schoot (social sirvice) programs

by schools

-- the uti1iz4tion of Metrolab

-- the existence of attendance services in the schools.

Phone interviews were conducted with 15 District Attendance

Coordinators. These interviews were designed to gather information

concerning:

-- district attendance plans

-- communication between District and schools

-- communication between District and central divisions

activities of 1)istrict attendance teachers.

Th.re were less formalooperi-endel interviews conducted with several

officials of the Board of Education. These included the Chief Attendance

Officer, the Acting Director of the Bureau of Attendance, the Assistant,

Director and the Deput;TII4ctor. From the High School Division, the

txecutive Director and three Assistants were inc.erviewed. In addition,

one Transit Policeman, one representative of the Juvenile Crime Prevention

.Unit and the Supervisor of Interns at John Jay College were interviewed.

All represent different aspects of the Specal Services Unit. Interviewers

also spent 10 hours at 2 special services units observing the program.

In addition, 5 high school Attendance Supervisors, 2 members of the

Chancellor's Task Force and the Director of Education from the Office of

the Mayor were also interviewd.

Finally, several representatives of community private agencies who

are involved in New York City attendance issues were also interviewed.
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The focus of these interviews was in the following areas:

-- the currently perceived status of the Chancellor's plan

-- the strengths and weaknesses of the Central Board, district offiCes,

school staff and ,.ommittees on attendance

-- level of success in achieving stated goals

-- recommendations for improving the attendance program

-- additional data needed to identify the target population for

specific attendance programs

-- expected utility of Metrolab

D. Information Gathering

Se-rera1 hours were spent at the Office of Elucational SLatistics

) collecting data oq the average daily attendance in the high schools and

juni.)e high schools of the schools in our sample. A 10Z sample of attendance

plains which were submitted by the schools to tha Er.rd were also read.

The Metrolab proposal was reviewed in order to identify goals, the

specific data that would be aggregated ,nd analyzed and the specific

information tha aald be available.

A quantitative and qualitative analysis was done for each school in

thoae areas where sufficient information was available from a significant

number of schools. A similar process was undertaken with t.he interviews

of the District Attendance Coordinators. Data gathered trem interviews

with Board of Education officials, tLe of t!ie ChallcelLir's Piagls

as well as information from the Office ot EducatiEalal Statistics, x.ere

used as the backdrop/context in which to assess infnrmat, e;a:hered

from the schools and ipesal Service Unit .
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E. Literature Review

An ERIC (Educational Resources Information Center) search wA,

conducted at the Columbia Teachers C. Ilege ERIC Center, in order to

identify and collect relevant material op Reasons for Truancy and Programs

for Truants. Many unpublished studies and general information and reports

related to Board of Eduation Attendance Programs were also reviewed. A

bibliography is included as Appendix F.
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INTERVIEW OUIDE - ATTENDANCE PERSONIca

1) What.are your responsibili ies? -Program details -- k kidr, probiems,
hours, goals, eva/uatiOn, refdrals, data, etc.

2) Row much of your time is spent on attendance-relatel activities?

3) Are you i ember of the Committee on Attendance?

4) Did you participate in the development of th''e"school's attendance
plan? Participate in evaluatiel of the plan? Monitoring?

5) Who is your supervisor?

6) Do you have 4ny contact with staff at the 13-.1c.ma of Attendance?

7) Does your work coordinate with any other attendance programs?

8) Did you receive any training from school personnel? District? bOE?

9) Comments?

INTERVIEW GUIDE - PRINCIPAL OR ATTENDANCE COORD1NAWR

Please describe the attendance situatioa at your achoo4. "(Include
average daily attendance; problem areas - specific grades, tracts or
levels; long-term abuentee, intermittent absenteeiem, and cutter probleiae;
any Odusq, factors which have been identified.)

#
2) What are your attendance-related responsibilities? What specif!)e.

activities 4re involved? How much of your time is devoted to Vie
activities?

3) Who else at the school has attendance-related responsibilities? (TitIt'.)?

Are there meetings of all personnel working on attendance is&ues?
4 44

411=1.1 abil=111.

fiew,,of ten?

Who attends?

Has thcre evez been
i_ogrom?

Whel.t?

statf m2eting dvvote, thr Jttendanr-

!lave there .1ver been ErainiaL s c:..v4 .aLcuoitat.i.!

When?
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Who participated?

4) What is your relationship with the Bureau of Attendance?

Do they provide any services tc the school?

What are the services?
Has anyone from BOE or the Chancellor's Task Force visited the school

'this year?
Who? When? For what purpose?

No.

Rave you received any memoranda or instructions fri-m BOA?

has 80E provided any staff training?
Who? When?

Has anyone from Metrolab visited ze school?

Y N Who? When? For what purpose?
Has there beetrany training on how to complete the forms for Metrolab?

When? Who was the sponsorS/ Who participated?

5) Does your school harm an attendance plan? (Get copy of this year's

and previous plane).

6) When was this plan completel?

How long did it take to complete the plan?

Who contributed to the development of the attendance plan? (Titles)?

Were students involved? Y N

Were parents involved? Y N

Were representatives from feeder schools involved? Y

Was anyone from the district office (or Borough Superintendent's

Office) involved? Y If yes, please name.

Was anyone from the Bureau of Attenlance involved? N

If yes, please name.

8) bid anyone review your attendance Oon'
When? Who?

9) Did the school conduct a needs ussyssment:
N-- When? Who? What statistical lata W4t.

developing the attendance plan?

10) data provided by the Central Board? Y N

What office? BOE Metrolab Educational Statitstics Other

What was provtded?
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Was data provided by the district (or borough) superintendent?
Y N
What?

What data is generatad here at the school?
How often? By whom?

What data was prpvided by feeder schools to develop this plan?
Which feeders?

11) Have you identified the primary reason for absenteeism in this school?

What are they?
- How here they identified?

dow did you determine appropriate short and long range objectives?
How did you design the appropriate program or strategy?

12) Do you have a program for long-term absentees?

Intermittent absentees? Y
Cutters? Y

Early identifciatr)n of students with attendance problems?

01MMIMPIPIIIN

Which is the priority'

13) How dn you defire the following terms?
LTA No-show Truant.

14) Do you have any official class tor LTA's (no-show's)'

15) Does your school keep.information an kids who attend sporadically?

i.e. breakdo,ww of no. of days t)s.nt.

1-10 days----

10-20days, etc.

What programs do you have tor those whu ..ttend i)oradically1
Separate articial cla,s?
How many classes per day in the program?
How many students on register oi e.lch

Are the classes credit bearing?
Do they have hu:a!work? Books?
How long might a student be eniulled in 111:.

How does a student get into the program?
Get out ut the program?

there a policy to relate ationiiine with gr,iftvs7' Y N

Explain.

For each component ef aELendiftc progrlm:
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15) Activity

Who is responsible? Staff title

How is this being monitored?

Is there an evaluation component?

What is the measurable objective?'
How many children are involved?

lx there a tariot population? Y

Has this been done befpre? Y N

How is this funded? Tax levy

Reimbureable? (Specify)
What has been the impact thu,; far?

How Is this coordinated with other activities?

16) How do you identity studentstwith attendance problems?

17) Is there a Committee On Attendance in this school? Y N

VW are the members?

Who is the Chairperson?

Are there specific grout vhich are represented on the.COA?

What are the responsibilities of the COA?

Did the COA approve the school's attendance plan? Y N

Now often does the COA meet?

When was the last meeting?,:.

Are there minutes of COA meetings?
(Auk to see the minutes)

Does the COA meet with all other school personnel who are Involved In

attendance activitie-a?
Y.

How often?
Is the school represented p the Di4trict WA?

DoeP the COA ever meet with r.2presentativeti of the COA's froo ocher schooIs

lb; Who As the.district attendance coordinator?
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Did he/she reView your plan?

Did you rece -ny guidance from the district regirding the development
of the attendance plan or specific programs?

has the superintendent or district coordinator sent any memoranda
regarding attendance?

Held any district meetings? Y
When?

Held in-servicortraining? Y
When?

Have you had an op ortunity to review the district's atLendance plan?

M111111101110

Which was completed first, the district or school plan?
District School

Wa4 there any coordination between the plans?
Y" N

SIMMIN11.011M.

19) Rave yoti teViewed the school attendance plans ot iour feeders schools?
Y N

Have you met with any representatAves from the feeder schools on this
subject?

20) Are there any non-school programs in the community tor children with
attendance problems?

Public Private

Did you meet wait staff of these program0
How often?

Do you refer children to these program?
1'1 How many7

21) Wh.ft- is the procedure for locating a fit

Call to family
Meeting with uther school pk.rnlil
Home visit
Meet with neighborhood children
Complete' Form 407
When?
Log of contdcts and activities
Clear register
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When?

WhO is responsible for working with these studentF?
Are there programs for returnees?

How many no-shows were there on the register in Ser:tember?

How many no-shows are on the October 31st, 1979 reg ster?

How many no-show students have returned to school?

How many no-show students have been cleared from the reLister?

High Schools

22) Did you recieve an allocation for LTA's this year?
Y. N

How many units?
Are these units being used?

23) Is a person from the Bureau of Attendance assigned to this school?

What are his/her duties?

How is this coordinaL,A with the rest of the school's program?

24) Have there been any directives from th Division of High Schools

regarding attendance? (Get copies)

Y N

Regarding programs for drop-iiits? (Cet copies)

25) Do yoU have any amatched transfers?

How many? mr.....!...11=

PHONE INTERVIEW - DISTRICT COORDINATOR

I) What are your attendance-related responsibilities?

How much time do you spend )n attendance-related activities'

What are your other tespoosihilitles?

Does anyone else on the district staff have ;$ELvridace-relJted
reSponsibilities?

2) Is there a district attendance plan? Y

Could you please send me a copy?
Who wrote it?
When?
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Who was consulted about the design of the plan?
Was it submitted to the Bureau of Attendance?

When?
Was it revIewd by he Chancellor's Task Force to your knowledge?

Were any comments made? I

3) Did the district do a needs assessment?

What information was collected?
Did the schools submit.information?

Specifiy

Did you consider the school attendance plans before designing a
district plan? Y

4) Have there been any ditrict-wide meetings on attendance in the last
year? Y

Who attended?
Principals? Y N When?

Attendance coordinators? Y N When? Others? Y
When?

5) Has the district provided any in-service training related to attendance
matters? I N When? Who attended? (Titles)

6) Did you reivew the attendance plans of district schools?
How?

7) What is your reslie.lonship with the Bureau of Attendance?
Has anyone from BOA visited the district? I N

Has anyone from the Chancellor's Task Fore visiLed the district?
When? Who7

8) Comment:

Addendum to District Attendance Coordinator Questionnaire:

1) How many atendance teachers are there in the discri.A?

2) How much time do they spend in te field"

3) What is the case load of each atter lane tv cher?

4) How wally students are found and returned to school?



District/
Borouah School

3 IS 44
5^ JHS 136
7 IS 162
8 IS 174

10 IS 115
11 IS 144
13 JHS 265
1S JHS 136
18 JHS 68
20 JHS 62
21 JHS 281
23

25
26

JHS 275
JHS 25

JHS 216
28 IS 142
30 JHS 126
31 IS 51

Manh. Louis D. Brandeis
Manh. Washington Irving
Bronx James Monroe
Bkln. Alexander Hamilton Vuc
Bkln. Edward R. Nurrow
Bkln. John Jay
Bkln. William E. Grady Voc
Queens Forest Hills
Queens Queens Vocational
S.I. Tottenville
Manh. West Side Alternative

-APPENDIX B

Profiles of Schools Included in Survey

Register
Fall 1978

Average Daily
Attendance
1978-1979

Ethnicttyl
Black/Hispanic/Other

2 Below .

Grade Level in
Title Reading Achieve-
I Status ment, June 1979

1,153 87.86 37.0/36.2/26.8 i No ON.

850 .81.12 98.7/ 1.3/ 0.0 Yes 74.5 %
863 82.32 33.8/65.1/ 1.0 Yes 79.3

1,377 81.38 40.2/55.9/ 4.0 Yes 70.6
908 82.12 23.7/70.9/ 5.4 Yes 79.02

1,134 87.29 54.7/20.6/2 .7 No 48.8
1,274 82.69 81.2/17.5/ 1 3 Yes 75.7
1,231 83.48 2.2/86.3/11. Yes' 62.4
1,557 84.81 22.8/ 4.6/72.7 No 38.7
1,775 83.09 33.6/24.5/41.9 No 57.1
1,532 81.02 21.3/10.1/68.5 No 54.2

863 82.77 89.1/10.8/ .1 Yes 71.0
1,678 89.95 14.7/ 4.3/31.0 No 27.8
1,040 91.96 27.4/ 3.4/ 9.2 No 19.1

602 80.86 95.5/ 4.5/ 00 Yes 78.6
1,127 84.88 40.1/21.7/38.1 Yes 66.3
1,494 87.85 7.3/ 5.5/87.2 No 38.2

% PSEN EligiblelFall 1979

4,219 78.77 44.4/51.9/ 3.7 Yes 68.07
2,397 73.52 45.7/43.2/11.1 Nes 57.24
2,770 70.98 33.1/66.4/ 0.5 Yes 66.87
1,259 82.62 82.3/16.5/ 1.2 Yes 54.79
2,849 86.75 24.3/13.8/62.0 No 12.40
4,496 63.67 20.6/49.7/29.7 Yen 58.60
2,174 79.37 16.4/ 7.8/75.8 Yes 31.49
2,397 86.65 28.7/10.4/60.9 No 22.75
1,292 81.37 17.4/14.3/68.3 No 36.70
4,927 85.23 3.0/ 3.0/93.0 No 16.42

313 71.35 51.1123.2/25.6 Yes

Source: New York City Board of Education, Metropolitan Education'a Laboratory

i Errors due to rounding
2
10% or more of the students in this chool were excused from,the New York City Testing Program
for reason of limited English proficiency. .
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APPENDIX C

Prosrammi.pg for the Truant

"The objectives of an educational program for potential dropouts are,

in general, the same as the educational objectives for all students. The

youngster who is a potential dropout is being educated so as to make the

greatest use of his abilities to satisfy his own needs as well as the

demands of the society in which he lives."'

Because truants have varying needs and abilities, programs which

attempt to address these needs must be comprehensive, flexible and responsive.

There have been many studies conducted in an atteript to understand the

needs of trdants and to isolate those components which would make for

successful programming. A significant number of researchers concur

that responsive programming must i elude:

A Useful Recording Mechanism which would allow for the development

of indices which could be used to predict the development of truanting

behaviors.

Committed Staff - Several studies have shown that the staff,

particularly the teacher is the focal point around which any school program

must be built.2 Particularly, Beard3 found that "teachers' attitudes many

tes determine the success or failure of most educational ventures."

In programs f'or truants with unique needs, teachers and other staff

who work directly with the truant must be carefully selected. Criteria

for selection of teachers might include:

-- good telationship with students and staff

willingnet=s to serve as advocate for students

- possession of excellent skills in creating a classroom atmosphete
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that permits studentyarticipation

-- use of creative and innovative teaching methods and techniques

-- energetic discharge of teaching responsibilities,

-- believes and is enthusiastic towaids the goals and objectives of

the program.

A Functional Curriculum - Truants, like all students, need good

basic skills, particularly because many truants veiw.the education received

in public schools as directly preparing them for jobs. Also because

many have significant gaps, a focus on basic skills is essential. It has

been suggested in the literature that staff review the curriculum to

ensure that it is vital, well organized, functional and based on need,

interest and ability of the target. population. Flexible scheduling and

utilization of community resources related to cultural vocational and

career interest were also suggested.4

Staff Training - Irwin5 found that there is a need for the potential,

dropout to be liked and respected and made to feel worthwhile by adults.

Since the key adults encountered in the school by.students seem to be

the teacher, it is essential that their attitude be positive. Beard has

suggested that training be provided which would include an understanding

of effective basic skill teaching techiques and the use of techniques and

devices for dealing with disciplinary and emotional problems in the classroom.

Student Involvement Wilson6 found that participation in school

activities was found to be a factor related'to whether or not a student

finished high school. It also is essential that students have opportunities

to partiCfpate in activities, extracurricular or academic, in which they

are able to experience some measure of success and enj yment which generally



in turn generate feelingS of self-worth. When asked to account for the

relative success of this program, the Principal of Edward R..Hurrow

responded that a very important factor was that the majority of his

students were involved in one or more of the numerous clubs sponsored by

the school. These club activities ranged from horticulture to sculpturing

and offer an opportunity for students to paricipate in something they

enjoyed and were good at. This, in turn, he continued, resulted in

feelings of identification with the school. Students also need to be

involved in the process of decision making and be well informed concerning

the rules and limits of the program.

A Counseling Component - Educational, Vocational and personal

adjustment counseling have been identified as areas in which counseling

shoukd be focused. There are programs including West Side High School

which utilizes the teacher in a dual role of Counselor/Teacher. In this

role, the teacher generally serves as a type of surrogate parent. This

approach might be more appropriate for retrieval rather than

prevention programs.

Community Liaison - Community liaison workers indigenous wherever

possible should be ineludeti in the design of the program. Their

responsibilities would include reaching out to parents through home

visits, recreational and supportive type activities; help to accomodate

meetings between parents, teachers, students, counselors and administrators

around needs of the student; alt,o help to canvass the other conmunity

agencies in other sectors such as business and labor.

1.22.yolvettrketlace. Business and labor should be involved in

providing work experiences that are correlated with school experiences and
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will direct I Lie in to full employment. Beard7-developed a technique

for involving the business community.

Parent Involvement - Parents should be involved as much as is

possible. Information on program policy should be shared so that they

can assist their children in making informed decisione. Support services

should also be provided to parents or rifersals to appropriate agencies.
N.

Parents should also bt recruited wherever possible as volunteers and

their input into .the program should be aggressively sought.

1 .Blocke Eve E. and others, Failipg Students Failing Schoole. A Study of
,DrooutandDisorkState. Ne-4 York Civil Liberties Union.
April, 1978.

2 Bieck, Arthur, Profile oflligh School Dropoute, Dissertation Abstract
International, 367760-A 1975.

Block, Eve E. and others, Eall.k/StudeSchools.AStady_2f
Dropout and Discipline in New York State. New York Civil Ltbett4 es Union.
April, 1978.

New York City Hoard of Education, Irelp_alladlEducation: Students Who
Drop Out, Project #5003-95401, September, 1979, pp.30-31.

3 Beard, Samuel P., The,...eD 2.1.0..2.911_21112.11522_21LALTITIEEL19_11,21EL
the Number of Dro wits in Inner Cit Schools, Ed.D. Praeticum Nova
University, May, 1978, pp. 13, 21.

4 Beard, Samuel P. s_ThesinarDe_A_Lrmpkvatlre
the Number of Dropouts in Inner City Schoolst Ed.D. Practicum Nova
University, May, 1978, p. 12.

De Leonibus, Nancy, "Absentece.sm, -the Perpetual Prubleq". The Practitioner,
Vol. V, No. 1, Oet2ber, 1978.

5 Irwin, James R., "Zlubters, Delinquents and Dropouts. Can They Be Helped
Through Lmproved Self Concept0" N4tional Association of Secondary School
Principals. Anaheim; California, February 10-15, 1978.

(,) Wilson, Aaron, Jr., Dev_EIcturalelomentandllemer
Program for the Systematic Reduction of Factors Contributing to Studc!nts
Dropping Out c' School, September, 1977.

7 Beard, Samuel P., The Design and Implementation ef a Proljam to Reduce
the Number of Dropouts in Inner City Schools, Ed.D. Practicum Nova
University, May, 1978.
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D-1 APPENDIX D

HOW THE COMMUNITY CAN pup, AN ILLUSTRATION

The Park Slope/Red Hook area of Brooklyn, which Includes Planning

Board #6 and School District Op, is also the primacy catchment

areas for John Jay High School, ont-of thg Ugh' schools designated

by the Division of High Schools as a priorf.ty school in terms of

, the truancy/dropout problem.

The community cootains the following agencies that already provi4e

truancy/dropout - related services to adolescents.

1. Children and Youth DeveloRment Services (CYDS)

.22.1111.tysicy_it for 500 youth per year at a
placement rate of 300-350 per year.

Recreation including afterschool and evening
programs in e droi-in center as well as camping
weekends and free access to cultural,and
athletic events.

. CoUnseltag ir.cluaing socialization and therapeu-
tic groupl, School advocacy and, at thyplocal
police precinct crisis intervention.

Education a Community Service Project with John
Jay High School students.

Three mlni schools co-Sponsored with the Board
of Education. The scho,As serve 120
people between the ages of 11 and 16.

2. Family Reteption,Center

Counseling on a family, indivie.ual and group
basis includes psychiatric and psychological
consultatiort as weli as lei;a1 services and
advocacy services in education, hoosing and
welfare.

ducation Dance Theatre, Work-.hop, Hiah School
quivalency classes.

!.
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3. Teen Parent Project

Counseling, on personal development and parenting skills.

fitsaiiIviandEsamoT& connecting the young people
with high school and higher education opportunities
as well as with employment programs.

4. CLEAR for youth

Education selected wdrkshops including dance and
creative writing.

Recreation

Youth leadersiiip trainin4

Counseling relating to gaining entraiice to appropriate
educational settings.

5. Eye of Red Hook

- Employment services.

- Counseling services, especially regarding appropriate
school placement.

6. Red Hook Pregnant. Teenagers Project

- Counseling

- Employment

- Educational Placement services

7. Camp Friendship

- Recreational Aervices

8. Project Reach Youth

Education

- tutoring program for younger students.

- career exploration center.- career and vocational
aptitude and interest testing plus career counsel-
ing and exploration of career options.

Recreation

Drop7In Center

- Joint recreation and facility utilization and planning.
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Whil each program provides its own unique service, they do int,.tr-
face\with each other both referring young people to each other's
services and by forming coalitions on specific issues. Two such
coalitions are:

The Park Slope Recreation Task Force
The Community Committee on Cbildren
Out-of-School

The latter group is already working with a case load of more than
800 truants and dropouts.

There are a number of ways in which the tiark Slope/Redhook agencies,
can complement the High School Division's truancy/dropout initi-
ative. One way would be to replicate the jointly sponsored (Board
of Education/CYDS) mini-schools on the high school level either
within John Jay High School or ia nearby space. The mini-schools
that already exist are a model of shared responsibility and cost
effectiveness. In the case of the largest of these, the I.S. 88
Annex, 60 youth, aged 11-16, are served by eight Board of Education
teachers. CYDS contributel, at no charge to the Board of Sducation,
'the physical facility and the following personnel services:

I Site Coordinator

3 Social Workers

1 Part-time Learning
Disabilities Sp lialist

2 Part-time psychiatric
evaluation personnel

Supplies-

@12,000 $12,000

@I4,000 42,000

2,500

4,800

_Loi()
4-61;-316

By interfacing this school annex with CYDS the Board is directly
saving over $1,000 per student and receiving quality back-up
services. Savings are far greater when you consider that CYDS is
directly affiliated with the Park Slope Family Reception Center and
the Park Slope Recreation and Employment Task Forces. Thus an
extensive and varied matrix of community services are available to
youth involved in this mini-school.

Although the Park Siope/Red Hook area is used in the above examples
we have seen networks of community agencies that can provide sor-
vices to truants and dropouts in other areas of the city as well.
For example, John Simon has developed a coalition for this purpose
on the upper west side of Manhattan, the N.W. Bronx Family Ser-
vices has done so in the South Bronx and the Mini-Academy has the
capability in central Harlem.
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